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Abstract

This :-'eport describes development work toward a 10 watt

500 Mc silicon npn epitaxial transistor. An extensive design theory

permits calculation of important material and geometrical parame-

ters to realize a given performance. Diffusion studies produced a

greater understanding of the emitter dip effect, but lacked the con-

trol necessary for thin, heavily doped layers. Ion bombardment

doping and epitaxial base growth are described, both these methods

are promising but require further development. Devices were pro-

duced giving up to 7 watts at 500 Mc with 4 db gain.

An important device principle, the shorted emitter, is

described. Methods of evaluating contact resistance and designing

control structures for diffusion evaluation are discussed.

Publication Review

Publication of this technical documentary report does not

constitute Air Force approval of the report's findings or conclusions.

It is published only for the exchange and stimulation of ideas.
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INVERSE EPITAXIAL UHF POWER TRANSISTORS

1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes work performed toward the development

of an Ultra High Frequency (UHF) power transistor intended to deliver

10 watts at 500 Mc with a power gain of at least 6 db.

An npn silicon epitaxial structure was chosen, and the principal

effort went in4,o producing the required base and emitter regions by dif-

fusion of boron and phosphorus. The difftusion techniques could not be

developed to the point where the design values for both the base sheet

resistance and cutoff frequency could be met simu.caneously, or where

good reproducibility in the very rhin layers was achieved. Other

methods of doping were investigated but not perfected. Ion bozmbardment

was shown to be capable of producing hard junctions, but has ,evere sur-

face erosion. Epitaxial growth of base or emitter layer.• is promising,

but still plagued with non-uniform growth and poor control of resistivity.

The best performance achieved was a power output of 7 watts at

500 Mc with 4 db gain and 40%o efficiency. There are two main fa(., 0os

limiting this performance. One is high base sheet resistance which

impairs the maximum power capability, and the othex is excebs capaci-

tance between the aluminum overlay bonding areas and the collector,

which reduces power gain. This capacitance could be reduced by various

means, but none of these could be fully put into effect during the contract

period.

Mani bcript released 20 August 1964 for publication as an RTD

Technical Documentary Report by author.
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Although the derired goal was not reached, a number of contribu-

tions were made. An extensive design theory was developed which takes

into account important large signal effects and provides a basis for

choosing the necessary emitter-base junction periphery in terms of the

attainable base sheet resistance. A number of important experiments

were performed to elucidate the mechanism of the "emitter dip" effect

(enhanced base diffusion under the emitter) which it is important to

understand and control if very thin base layers are to he made repro-

dicibly. Initial steps were taken in the development of ion bombard-

ment doping and epitaxial base techniques. A new transistor structure,

the "shorted-emitter" was proposed and analyzed. This structure looks

promising for further developments in the UHF transistor field.
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2. DEVICE DESIGN

2.1 Preliminary Design

The following design considerations are presented to indicate the

feasibility of making the required device and to establish some of the main

parameters. A power output of 10 watts at 500 Mc with an efficiency of

401 and a power gain of at least 6 db is desired. The supply voltage is

to be about 25 volts, the collector breakdown BVCEX should be greater

than 60 volts, and the thermal resistance less than 7 0°C/watt since 15 watts

may be dissipated, and no more than a 1000C temperature rise is desirable.

An NPN-N +silicon structure is assumed, the P base and N emitter region

being diffused or grown epitaxially on an N-N+ epitaxial collector region.

a) Collector breakdown

Experience has shown that to achieve a 60 volt breakdown in a

shallow diffused planar junction (which behaves like an abrupt junction)

a collector resistivity in the underlying N layer must be at least 1 ohm-cm,
15 -3

corresponding to an impurity concentration of 5 x 10 cm The space-

"charge layer at maximum voltage is calculated to be 4. 4 p wide, so the

N layer should be at least this wide. To allow for the base layer and

for diffusion from the N+ collector bulk, a nominal N" layer width of 10pi

will be assumed. The breakdown in a shallow planar junction occurs

around the edges which have sharp curvature; because the effective cur-

rent gain of the transistor in this region is small. BVCEO is not much

less than BVEX =BVCBO.

b) Thermal

The dissipated power in the device is spread over an effective

area A. It is supposed that this heat must fiok.w through lU0" of silicon

3



to the mounting tab, and through the equivalent o& another 50W of silicon

to the heat sink. Si:.ce the thermal conductivity of silicon is 0.8 Vatts/

cm C, the required area is at least

1. 5 x 10 -2 -3 2
_= 0, Z.Txl0 cm

The device to be proposed will have a collector area of A = 3 x 10- 3cmz

-3 2 cand an emitter area of A e x 10 cm . To allow for the spreading of

heat from the narrow emitter stripes into the collector body, the effec-

tive area is closer to A than to A . Accordingly, the proposed designc e

will likely meet the thermal resistance requirement.

c) Cutoff frequencies

Tra-Gsistor power gain at high frequencies is ordinarily considered

to vary as (f /f)' where f is the well-known figure of merit fre-
max max

quency:

f ft/8•r rbC (2)
max t b c

Here, f is the frequency beyond which the common-emitter current gain
t

magnitude drops below one, rb is the effective resistance in the base

layer through which the input (base) current flows, and C is the directc

collector-base feedback capacitance.

To achieve a gain of 6 db (factor of 4) at 500 Mc requires
f > 1000 Mc. Extensive experiments with diffused layers have shown
max

that it is difficult to produce base layers reliably which are thin enough

(< 0,4p) over such relatively large areas so that f> 600 Mc. (By using

epitaxial layers, as discussed later, this limitation may be less serious,)

I~



Hence, from Eq. (2):

r bC <Z.4x sec (3)

The cutoff frequency ft is ._mposed of the frequency f resulting

from the transit-time of Carriers across the base layer, and the frequency

f =l/wt , where t is the transit time across the collector space-charge
c c c

layer: 1/ft = 1 ft + 1/f c. At an assumed peak voltage of 50 v.ts, the

collector space charge layer, see a) above, is about 4.4p wide. Jince

the limiting carrier velocity3 is around 5 x 106 cm/sec, the maximum

collector transit time t is 4.4 x 10-4 /5 x 106 =0.9 x 10 sec, corre-
c

sponding to f --= 3500 Mc. This means that to realize f =600 Mc, thec t

base-layer cutoff must be nearly:

I

f = 720 Mc (4)
t

a value considered feasible. The base layer width required for this fre-

quency is of the order of 0. 35p, based on experience with diffused layers

having a range of cutoff frequencies from 300 to 1200 Mc (see Section 4),

d) Collector capacitance

With the I ohm-cm collector resistiv~ty needed for a 60 volt

breakdown rating, the space charge iayer width is calculated to be 4 . 4 p

wide at the peak operating voltage of 50 volts. The appropriate capaci-

tance to use for large signal calculations is twice the capacitance at peak

voltage (for an abrupt junction), thus C =2E / 4 . 4 .i = 2 x 10 -1/4 4 x 10-4 =

4500 pf/cm2. According to Eq ( -). the area of this junction must be at
-3 2

least 2. 7 x 10 cm ; allowing a slightly larger value, thi total collector

capacitance becomes,



-3
C = 3 x 10 x 4500 "e 14pf (5)c

e) Base resistance

From Eqs. (3; and (5), one finds.

rb < 1,7 ohms (6)

With this value. an estimate can be made of the minimum fineness of

geometry required, in the following manner. Consider a geometry con-

sisting of parallel nterdigitated emitter and base stripes. Fig. I shows

a cross section through a single pair of stripes extending from the center

line of the base to the center line of the emitter, a distance of L . This

structure is assumed to repeat periodically in mirror image fashion with

total period 2 L c. It is further assumed that the spacing Lb is equal to

L /3 and that emitter stripe half-width L is equal to L /2, these beingc c c

approximately convenient ratios to produce. It is evident that within an

area A , the total emitter-base junction periphery is ILI = A /L =A c/3Lb.c p c c c b

The base current, represented by B in Fig. 1, has to flow a

distance Lb through the extrinsic base sheet resistance Rs ohms per

square. A further base current flows under the emitter through the in-

trinsic base sheet resistance R to charge the collector capacity there.s

By considering the power loss in these resistances, it can be shown that

the effective total base resistance is.

rb R L sb/L +RL b/4L (7)b b p sb p

Conservative values for R and R are 500 and 4000 ohms per squares s

respectiwely fur the layer thicknesses under consideration, thus

b



2
r 1500 L O L = 4500 L /A . Inserting r. = 1 7 ohms from

b P -3 pc b
Eq. (6) and A = 3x10 cm re.alts inL b=l". Consideration ofc.

large signal effects discussed in subsections Z. Z 2.3. and 2.4 below

will show that L. should be of the same order of magnitude. Thus the
D

preliminary design value for base resistance should easily be realized.

A dimension of I0ýi for Lb implies an emitter-base junction periphery of

L = A c/3L b= 1 cm, according to the above assumptions.

2.2 Power Output and Efficiency

a) Load resistance and output resistance

To achieve maximum -power gain at maximum power output, the

necessary load resistance must approximately match the tranlsistor out-
2

put resistance. It is well known, and consideration of the tquivalent

circuit of Fig. 2b will show, that the o,:tput resistance is 1/(. tC c= 19 ohms

for f =600 Mc and C = 14 pf. To estimate the load resistance, firstt C

consider ideal Class A operation. With a 25 volt supply, the peak-to-peak

ac output voltage is 50 volts. For 10 watts output. the maximum collector

current (peak-to-peak ac current) must be 8 x 10/50 = ib6 amps. The

load resistance required is evidently 50/1 6 = 31 ohms. To achieve greater

efficiency, an operating mode closer to Class B is used in practice, re-

quiring a smaller load resistance. This is satisfactorily close to the

expected 19 ohm output resistance.

b) Collector body drop

By this term is meant the minimurn voltage drop occurring in the

collector region at the time of maximum current through the device. This

voltage is similar ir, nature to the commonly specified saturation voltage

measured under dc conditions, except that it can be considerably larger



in large-signal high-frequency operation because of the increased current

concent.ration along the edge of the emitter. The length of emitter peri-

phery required is generally determined by a limit set on this minimum

collector voltage at the peak ac current and by base widening effects

caused by high current density in the space-charge layer. Such a peri-

phery is generally more than adequate to provide a suitably low dc satura-

tion voltage.

Typical voltage and current waveforms observed experimentally

show nearly sinusoidal current, and collector voltage clipping at a mini-

mum value of Vmn . Although the circuit is usually arranged so that

"Class B" operation is expected (see Section 5). at a frequency near £t it

is difficult to cut off the current completely for reasons outlined below in

subsection 2.4. A minimum current I exists. Greater than 50%rain

efficiency can often be obtained by allowing the voltage waveform to clip

considerably. Evidently, the values of 'm and I greatly influence

efficiency, and must be kept within reasonable limits. Estimates of these

quantities follow, and are considered in more detail in the subsequent

subsections.

An approximate calculation of Vmin is given in subsection 2. 3

below, with reference to the device cross section in Fig. 1. The current

J represents the peak carrier current per unit emitter periphe-y. cross-n

ing the base layer and flowing into the collector bady. This current is in

units of amps/cm. Because of the well known transverse biasing effect

caused by the base current B, J is emitted principally from the edgen

of the emitter nearest the base contact over an effective width Lf. This

effect is much more important at high frequencies than at dc, because the

base current is much larger. As Lf becomes small, very high current

densities J /L. result, causing high electric fields in the collector bulk.

To avoid "stagnant regions"4 ard consequent base widening effects, the

-8-



maximum field in the collector must be kept below values where hot-

electron effects set in, and the carrier mobility is seriously reduced 6

With this restriction, a good working approximation to the peak voltage

drop in the collector is;

Vmin Zp J n (8)

In the present example. tentative values are p = I ohm-cmr and

J -= 1.6 amps/cm (perimeter L = 1 cm, peak current 1.6 amps) son p

that Vmi < 3. 2 volts, which is not excessive,rain

c) Minimum current

As the collector-base voltage swings, from minimum to) maximum

during the rf cycle, charge associated with the collector capacitance is

pushed into the base layer. This charge consists of holes which are

forced out of the widening collector space-charge layer. and it appears

uniformly over the collector-base junction. That portion of it under the

base contact flows out the base terminal as ordinary capacitve charging

current. The charge appearing under the center of the emitter. however,

may not be able to flow out through the high resistance base layer. particu-

larly as this layer is effectively shunted by the distributed emitter junction

capacity, Any charge remainin, in the base laver will require injected

charge from the emitter for neutralization, and accompanying this charge

is a current flow from emitter to collector occurring at a time when the

collector voltage is maximum. This unwanted current is represented by

Imin, and it is given by o Q according to the charge control transistor
t

model, where Q is the charge remaining in the base layer, This effect

is represented by the dottri resistance l/ tC3 in Fg, 2a, where C3 is

the capacitance of the coile-tor junction tinder the region in question

9



An exact calculation of Irmin is not practical because of the non-

linearity of the problem. However, an estimate of whether .min is

serious can be made in the following manner. The charging current

from the collector capacity flows through a region of sheet resistance

R having a distributed capacitance C (the capacitance of the emitter5 e

junction) to ground. The behavior of a signal on such an RC transmission

line is governed by a diffusion equation. At frequency ws, the signal

penetrates a distance of the order of

L = (l/, R C )l/2 (9)

This is roughly the distance under the emitter from which the collector

charging current can emerge and flow to the base contact. Measurements

suggest that a reasonable average value of C in the region of low forward

bias is 4x10-7 F/crn2. Using R = 5000 ohms/square and w = Zir x 500 Mc,s

L from Eq. (9) comes out to be 4pi. This is considerably less than the

proposed emitter halfwidth L of 10 (refer to Fig. I and see 2. le above,e

where Lb c, l0p is derived to provide the required base resistance; under

the assumptions of this analysis. Le - Lb ). As a result, the collector

charge coming from under the emitter in a region 6pwide will not be able

to flow out of the base terminal. The collector charge on a per unit area
2 -7 2basis is Q = V C = 25 volts x 4500 pf/cm (see 2. ld) = 10 c/cm . Thec c

total amount flowing into the emitter capacitance is CQ L x 6 P, where Lc p p
is the emitter periphery of 1 cm derived in part 2. le above. Prcbably

less than one-ha] of this is effective in provoking injection from the

emitter, thus the minimum collector current is expected to be roughly

Irm < 4tcQ L x 3p = 0. 11 amps under roaximum signal conditions.min tc p
This is less than 10% of the peak current of 1. 6 amperes, Furthermore,

it will be shown below that a base sheet resistance less than 5000 ohms/

-square will be desirable, so that I will be even less

_10-



2.3 Maximum Field in the Collector Region; and the Selection of
Emitter Periphery.

a) The peak ac base current B

To produce the working current J amps/cmn shown in Fig. 1n

(this is the current composed of emitted charge carriers, electrons for

an npn transistor, which are collected at the reverse biased collector

and do useful work in the output circuit): a base current B amps/cm

must be provided at the emitter periphery as shown. This base current

has two components; one to supply the charge of holes necessary to neu-

tralize the electron charge associated with J , and the other to supplyn

charge to the collector capacitance lying under the emitter stripe.

From the charge-control model of the transistor, the charge of

excess electrons in the base layer at maximum current J is J /W c/cm,n n t

"where wt is the characteristic frequency of the base layer including cran-

sit time effects across the collector space charge region (see 2. I d).

This represents the peak-to-peak ac value, so that the peak ac value is

J /2w The peak current necessary to establish this charge and wit;h-n t"

draw it at an angular frequency W is WJ /2 W t amps/cm,
n t

2
We represent the charge per cm on the collector capacitance at

maximum voltage by Q = CV where C is an average collector capaci-

tance per unit area having a value, for an abrupt juinction, of twice the

capacitance at maximum voltage. Since for efficient operation, the peak-

to-peak ac charge is nearly Q0, its peak value is Q /2. Evidently the

charge flowing to the collector capacitance under the emitter is L Q /2
e c

per unit of emitter junction periphery (see Fig. 1), and the corresponding
current at frequency w is w Q L j2 amps/cm This -s true if L <L

c e e u)

(see Eq. 9). For L > L , the value of L should be used.
e

11



The total base current according to the above discussion can be

written:

B = wJ /Zwo +wQ L /Z w(/ w/Zt ) (J +Jr) (10)n t c e n l

where Jt At •tce

The current Jt has been introduced to describe the imporcant combination

of parameters which i-t kepresents: the transistor cutoff frequency, the

collector capacitance charge and the emitter stripe width.

b) The collector charge Qc

The collector charge depends only upon the fraction of the avail-

able voltage swing which is utilized. The relationships between this

charge, the voltage V c, the maximum field E c, the space charge layer

width W c, and the collector resistivity pc are:

Q = CE = 2V c/Wc (11)

Pn Q c = W c PC (12)

where E = 10 farad/cm is the dielectric constant for silicon. From

(11) and (IZ)

V= IZP/2E (13)

Now at breakdown, the field designated by EB is very roughly a constant,
8

independent of the breakdown voltage VB.8 The breakdown charge QB

from Eq. (II) is also nearly constant - suitable values for silicon are
5 -7 2EB ' 3 x 10 volts/cm and QB - 3 x 10 c/cm . From Eq. (13),

-12-



one can express Qc as a fraction of QB:

c /QB = (VC /vB)/Z (14)

c) The effective width for carrier current flow

The peak ac base current B of Eq. (10) produces a transverse

bias in the base layer under the emitter in a direction to intensify

emission at the outer edge of the emitter. Consequently, the current

Jn flows in a region of effective width Lf, and by various forms of analy-

sis it can be shown that this width is such thet the current B flowing through

Rs a diatance Lf would produce a voltage dru"p of ZV@ = ZkT/q:

Lf = 2Ve/BRs (15)

where V0 = kT/q- 1/40 volt
and R = base sheet resistance under emitter

s

A further limiting effect may occur for very high injection levels.

For high injection levels the formula for Lf must be redluced because of

high injection effects. Under these conditions, the holes in the p-type

base layer may be considered to move with approximately twice their

normal diffusion constant in no electric field. (Un1der these conditions

there is no change in the imref for electrons along the base layer and

consequently electron drift and diffusion carrents along the base layer

exactly cancel.) The high injection condition is reached when the minor-

ity carrier charge in the base layer is comparable to the charge on the

acceptors (p-type base). The condition in which high injection occurs

can be found to be given by the relationship

SZlVW/ (16)
n = 'b•tV

1 t



in which "b is the charge of uncompensated acceptors per square centi-

meter of the base layer, •p is the hole mobility, cot is the base layer

omega and is given approximately (neglecting effects of drift fields in the

base layer and other refinements) by

Co =ZD /W 2  (17)
t n b

in vwnich Wb is the thickness of the base layer. The relation between %

and the base resistance R is
5

R5 =l/P pQb (18)

This expression for maximum current can be conveniently re-

written by making use of the reference value % introduced in connection

with Eq. (14). This leads to an expression for the peak collector current

at the high injection condition given by

Jn - 0. 06 wco t / )I/Z (" / QB) amp/wi (19)

In a desirable design, this limit will probably not be greatly exceeded.

The L corresponding to high injection is independent of current, and is

given by

I/2
Lf min = (ZD p ) (20)

in accordance with the discussion precedinp Eq. (16).

d) Collector voltage drop at peak current

When the peak current J amp/cm flows across the base collectorn

junctioii, it can pz oduce a large drop in the collector body. This will be

14-



ohmic unless the electric field in the (n-1 collector body reaches a value

E 1h which produces "hot electron" effects. At this field the drift velocity

is vnh, and above it

E = Enh(V/Vnh)

3
;n accordance with an approximation in which the drift velocity varies

as E1/F above E . Typiz:al values forEnh and vnh for electrons in

silicon are 5 x 10 v/cm and 5 x 106 cm/sec respectively.

The maximum current J will flow at minimum collector voltagen

preferably such that the drop across the base- collector junction just keeps

from vanishing. The maximum current density is evidently J n/L f and

in the ohmic region would produce a peak collector field of J Pc/Lf. Ini

the non-ohmic region ( i> •n ) the current density can be expressed as

J c/Lf = khnh /Pc (22)

where kh represents the factor by which the current density exceeds tne

hot carrier or "Ryder" limit of Enh/p c

The voltage drop from base-collector junction to WV (see Fig. 1)c

may be calculated in a straightforward way by consideri,,g the current as

spreading from a cylinder of radius L./w to a cylinder of radius WVI c

The result is called minimum collector voltage:

VMI = (Pc /T)Fh (23)

where Fh = kh - I +ln( TrWc /khLf) (24)

For the ohmic condition of k. < 1, F is simply VIn( TrW /L).
n h c f

i 9 -



For in nWf /Lf = 4, for example, F has values 4, 4.3, and 5.6
for kh = 1, 2, and 4. Evidently, Fh does not vary rapidly with kh and

only logarithmically with Lf. Large values of kh (>4) are not possible

for reasons discussed below. As a useful working approximation, one

can assume Fh w-ill be less than 6, so that

V.min P (25)

which is the result quoted in Eq. (8).

e) Maximum collector current density

To achieve good high frequency performance at low collector

voltage, it is desirable to limit the mobile carrier charge density to a

value less than that of the fixed charge density in the collector space

charge layer. Otherwise, the net charge density changes sign, and the

position of the space-charge region shifts in such a way as to greatly
5

widen the effective base region.

We shall assume that a sufficient field cxists at maximum

current for the electrons to be moving with their limiting velocity

v m wihich we shall take to be about 2 x 107 cm/sec. In terms ofn max

the peak mobile electron density n , the current density can be written

J /Lf = qn v (26)

IH the acceptor density in the n" collector region is NA$ we require

n : NA = I P (27)

3 2where •n is the low-field electron mobility, taken to be 10 cm /v-sec.



Now from Eqs. (26) and (27), the limiting current density is

Jn/Lf rvnmax /4¼n 2cI 4 /pc (28)

Comparison of Eqs. (28) and (22) show that the above limit corresponds

to kh < 4 (if En = 5 x 103 v/cm) which justifies the approximation of

Eq. (25).

f) Determination of the emitter periphery

The above restriction on current density. Eq. !28ý. serves to

determine the emitter periphery in the following manner: substituting

for L from Eq. (15) and for B from Eq. (10) and introducing a con-

venient reference current J amps/cm, Eq. (28) can be written0

J/ J /J t-J/Jo) I (Z9)

A
where Jt = Wt QcLe (introduced in Eq. 10)

and (4tV8 v /I., cR )1l2
and Jo t n max n c s

".(2 10 3,W /W P 1R 1/2
t Pc .

The current J is the critical parameter in determining the current per0

unit periphery, and hence the periphery if the total current is known.

The current J depends on the ratio of f to the operating frequency ando t

on the product of collector resistivity pc and base sheet resistance R

Low values of these resistances obviouslv permit f-igb current.

Figure 3 shows two representations of Eq. slco taken with the

equality sign. The ratios J n J and J inJ are plottt-d vs the ration o ni t

Jt iJ The smal'er the latter ratic, the closer to the rference current

to -



J can the actual working current J be made. To realize the maximum0 n

power gain of a given structure, it is desirable for reasons discussed

below that Jt not be large compared with J . This means that J is of

the same order of magnitude as J , and J is hence a good estimate of
0 0

the current which can be carried per cm of emitter-base periphery

Figure 3 also shows the manner in which the power gain (common-

emitter) depends on the current ratio Jt /J with respect to the maximum

possible power gain at the given frequency. This dependence arises as

follows. It is assumed that the dimensions of the transistor are such

that L = ZLe in Fig. 1, which means that the collector capacitance
c e

under the emitter, represented by C, in Fig. Za. is equal to the remain-

ing collector capacitance C2 in the figure. For this ratio of capacities,

the load conductance for optimurm power gain (see subsection Z. 5) turns

out to be

GL opt wt 1 + C 2 -z = -•F2 Wt C1 (30)

For any other GL' the power gain is reduced from the maximum value

by a factor of

PG IPG = (x+l) /4x (31)max

where x = GL/GL opt

Now the working current J passes through GL. and the capacitiven

current is supplied by a parallel inductor or its equivalent. Consider

a device of emitter-base periphery L . Evidently
p

J =GLVc/ (32)
n Lc p
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Furthermore, Jt = w tQ L and = C1V /L L so that

Jt = t C Vc/Lp

G L opt Vc/ -T Lp 133)

using Eq. (30). From the above two equations

n / GL / GL opt 34)

Thus the ratio J / J is controlled by the load conductance and is basic-n t

ally related to the ratio of conductive to capacitive current in the tran-

sistor. Eq. (34) says that the maximum gain is obtained when

J in/ J t=r , and this corresponds to Jt /J o = 0.53 and Jn /J o = 0,76

according to Eq. (29) and Fig. 3. This point is indicated by a dotted

line in Fig. 3. Other points on the curve referring to power gain are

computed similarly from Eqs. (31), (34), and (29).

In Fig. 4 are shown curves of Jn vs ttie collector resistivity pc

for various values of the parameter ( I/w t )R These have been calcu-

lated from the expression for J in Eq. (Z9) w-ith the assumption that0

Jn = U.76 J as determined from the maximum gain condition discussedn 0

in the preceding paragraphs. Also shown (in dotted lines) are the values

which Jn assumes, denoted by J min, when Lf reaches its minimum value

given by Eq. (20). The values are calculated from Eq 1281 for differ-

ent Lf min' At any given p c, the appropriate J is the lower of the two

values determined for the relevant parameters I [/t )R and Lf m

The injection level is estimated by the ratio of the two values.

The minimum collector voltage V is determined for any point

on the chart of Fig. 4 by calculating V m 2PC J according to Eq 081
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The power output per unit periphery can be estimated from

P _ J V /8 (35)
n c

where V is the maximum collector voltage. Conservatively, we may
C

take VC to be VB/2, and the breakdown voltage VB depends on PC
9

approximately as

V B 95P 0 .7  (36)

so that

0. 7
P = 6n Pc (37)

On Fig. 4, Eq. (37) would be represented by lines sloping up to the

right with slope 0. 2 for J corresponding to the solid lines, and slopingn

down with slope 0. Z for J corresponding to the dotted lines.n

g) Maximum emitter stripe width

The maximum gain conditioxn derived above in connection with

Eq. (33) requires a def'inite ratio of conduction (J ) current to capacitiven

(it) current. This in turn requires that Jt - 0.5 Jo. Substituting for

Jt and J0 from Eq. (29) and supposing that to achieve large power out-

put, Q , 2 x 10-7 c/cmZ (see part b above) results in.

L e : 108 /Nwwp- (38)

This equation furnishes an estimate of the fineness of geometry required

to realize maximum performance. If this L comes out to be greater
ec

than L of Eq (91, the analysis is no longer exactly valid and the

u'I



value of L Wshould be used in calculating J5" In that event, the mini-

mumn current effect discussed in the next subsection should be taken

into account.

h) Parameters required for 500 Mc tiransistor

Starting with the preliminary design of subsection 2. 1, we find

that the current per unit periphery arrived at was J = 1 6 amp/cmn

from 2. 1 e) and Z. 2 a). Using the chart of Fig 4. it is seen that for

PC= 1 ohm-cni a value of ( wo/wt )R = 500 ohms is necessary for this

current. The assumed f is 600 Mc; thus R = 600 ohms. This lowt s

value will be rather difficult to achieve. (A calculation of Lf min from

Eq. (20) gives 1.7pI; this point on Fig, 4 lies well above 1.6 amp/cm.)

For optimum power gain (see Fig. 3), J / J = 1.4. so thatn t_

5t = 1.1 amps/cm = w tQcLe. Taking Qc = 2 x 10 c/cm gives

L e 14 1. The proposed design value of L = 10p/ is satisfactory. Thee e

above value also follows from Eq. (38).

2.4 The Minimum Current Effect, and the Possibility of Current
Cutoff

The rainimum current effect is discussed in subsection 2 2 cl

A further discussien i. given below, and additional remarks are made

concerning a possible operating mode which may avoid this effect

An important efficiency loss effect may be associated with the

collector charge Q = V C. As the collector voltage rises during ac c

cycle from nearly zero to its maximum V the charge Q L coulombs
C c e

appears per cm of perimeter length into the figure Isee Fig. l). If this

charge cannot flow to the base terminal, but pro.okes an equal charge



of injected carriers in the base layer, a current of electrons W tQ Le

amperes per cm flows to the collector in accordance with the charge
7

control model of a transistor. This current was denoted by Jt in the
previous subsection, and since it is comparable to the carrier current,

it is obvious that it may represent a serious power loss. This power

loss can be eliminated in various ways.

One recognized way of eliminating the Q L effcct is by the well-c e

known Wallace tetrode structure. This however, eliminates using at

least half of the emitter stripe. Another preferable procedure is to

control emitter width and average emitter junction bias so that the charge

Q does not forward bias the emitter junction.
c

The conditions which avoid unwanted forward bias due to Q can
c

be analyzed as follows. We shall concentrate attention on the case of a

sinusoidal base current drive of the form

B cos cut amp/cm (39)

which introduces a charge into the base layer denoted by Q.

Q(t) = (B/co) sin cwt + Q (40)o

where Q is a constant of integration determined by the d. c. bias level.0

We first consider the case of no a.c. voltage on the collector. Then Q

may be regarded as made up of two terms, one arising chiefly from in-

jection capacitance where the emitter junction is forward biased (Qf)

and another of space charge where there is reverse bias Qr ). Ther

maximum valae of the former is denoted by Qf (the subscript "f" for

forward) and produces the maximum carrier current to the collector

J n amp/cm
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J = W Qf 141)

This situation is represented in Fig. 5. Here Q(x. ti is the charge per

unit area of the base emitter junction taking thermal equilibrium and no

collector voltage as Q = 0. Two curves are shown corresponding 900

and 2700 in (39). The change in charge (ZB/w ) is represented by the

sum of the two shaded areas.

The penetration of the voltage wave is also shown on Fig. 5

For the reverse biased region this is an attenuated RC wave with a

penetration depth given by Eq. (9), repeated below

L = (R C )1) (4Z2s e

where R is the resistance per square of base laver. and C is the-s e.

reverse biased emitter junction capacitance.

For L much greater than the penetration depth. the middle ofe

the emitter layer should have a reverse bias such that

Ce Vb > Qc ,43?

so that when the collector puts a charge Q on the base. forward bias

of the emitter junctior does not occur. This charge Q appears on the

base at the moment of maximum collector voltage which comes about

180 after the maximunm Qf and J condition It alters the Q and Vb

situation to the dotted lines in Fig. 5.

Before analyzLng Fig. 5 further we note that a desirable opera-

ting mode is class B, where the carrier current flows for half a cycle

and is cut off for half a cycle. This implies that the charge Qf should
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be built up in one quarter cycle and removed in the next quarter; there-

after Q is built up and removed in the next two quarter cycles. Thisr

implies reverse bias on the base terminal for about one half cycle so

the average value of the negative Vb and negative charge Q at x = 0 is

about 1/r times its maximum negative value. The result is seen by

inspection to give approximately

Q = TrQC T - Q L (44)
r co c r

(the subscript "r" representing reverse) where L is an effective depthr

for which reverse charge must be stored.

If on the other hand L is much less than the penetration depth,e

the charge which must be removed in Q is evidentlyr

Q = Q L (45)r c e

If the Class B condition is desired, it follows as discussed above.

that Q= Q= r Actually since both the forward and reverse charge dis-

tributions are represented by damped progressive waves, the dividing

line is not sharp and the same B(t) current may be simultaneously

affecting both, However. this probably does not significantly affect the

main conclusions, We should also note that the voltage lags the current

by about 450 for such waves so that peak input power is about 0. 7 times

maximum Vb and B values for the wide case.

The desirable Class B operating mode described above requires

an average negative bias on the base-emitter junction, Experimentally

it is usually observed that the introduction of such a bias improves

efficiency, as expected but degrades power gain to the extent that the

trade-off is not generally worthwhile
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2. 5 Power Gain

The preliminary design carried out in subse tion Z. 1 was directed

toward realizing a minimum gain at 500 Mc of 6 db. An additional impor-

tant factor which can strongly influence power gain is the package load

inductance, principally in that lead which is common to input and output

where it is not feasible to tune out the inductance. The effect can be

evaluated from the equivalent circuit of Fig. Zb. This circuit omits

certain refinements included in Fig. Za, but permits simple and suffi-

ciently accurate estimates to be made of the influence of lead inductance

and resistance.

Consider first the common-emitter connection. The optimum

load resistance is about 1/wt C as mentioned in 2. 2 a) A shunttc

parallel inductance or its equivalent across the output to tune out C isc

assumed. With this load impedance, the power gain has the following

form:

PGle = 4 t R46)

t c

where R = rb + r /2 +cw, L /2

Here, R is an effective resistance including a contribution from the

emitter resistance and the effect of emitter lead inductance. From

previous calculations in section 2. I c) and e), R. must be less than

1.7 ohms to obtain 6 db gain. From Eq. (7) and previously established

dimensions, rb , 0. 5 ohms. An additional 0.2 ohms is probably pre-

.-ent in contact resistance. This leaves about 1 ohm for (.t L /2 wiche

means that L must be less than 2/w = 0. 53 nhy to obtain the desirede

power gain. This value becomes a critical parameter in package design.
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As a simple comparison, the common-base power gain has been

calculated for the circuit of Fig. Zb when the same load impedance

assumed for the common-emitter case is used. The result is:

PGI - t (47)
te e

where R = re Dl + (wt /W) ] +2(rb -t L b)

An important conclusion is that base lead inductance Lb introduces a

negative resistance into the input circuit. For example with the values

used above in the common emitter calculation, and assuming WL b= 2

ohms, R comes out to be -2 ohms indicating that the circuit would bee
unstable, However, by providing extra resistance in the emitter (at

least 0. 67 ohm is needed), stability could be obtained. The common-

base arrangement is then capable of greater power gain than the

common emitter.

A more accurate expression for power gairP car be derived

from the equivalent circuit of Fig. 2a. In this circuit, Cl represents

the collector capacitance under the emitter and C is the balance of

the coDector capacitance, (C 3 is intended to represent that region

which extends under the emitter for a distance of greater than L as

discussed in 2. 2c. Its effect on gain is the same as if it were included

in C1). Contact resistance to the base layer is represented by rb
b2

and rb is the resistance in the base layer proper. We shall write the

total b~se resistance as rb = rb + rb and the total capacitance as

Cc = C1 + C The maximum power gain (common-emitter) is then

determined to be

PG
max t Cc [RE 2 + RB 2

whereR.= re + rb + w t L (48)

RB= r,b + rb C1/(Cl+C )

2 1
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This gain is achieved when the load conduc:tance has its optimum value

of
lIiZ

GLopt 'E t C4

Large departures of GL from the above value can be tclerated before

the gain drops seriously. Typically, a factor of more than 6 is required

for a 3 db drop.

The resistance RE and RB in the above expression can be

physically interpreted and measured as follows. RE is the common-

emitter input resistance (real part of h 1e). and % is the reverse

common-base transfer resistance (real part of z 12) It is noted that

a critical component in RE is the emitter lead inductance L . so thatE e

measurements must be made in a physical arrangement like that of the

operating circuit.

From the discussion in connection with 2. le. it is evident that

to realize 6 db gain the quantity [REI12 + RB 121 must be less than

4x 1. 7 = 6.8 ohms. Allowing 0 2 ohms for rb and 0.5 ohms for rb

(from Eq. 7, usingRs = 600 from 2. 3ki, Rs = 300 Lb = IOp.

L = 1 cm), and assuming C = C 2 , RB = 0 45 ohms From the
p 1B

above relation, one finds R = 3 75 ohmns. Since r + rb = 0 q ohms

w t Le = 2.85 ohms or L = 0. 75 :ahy This is somewhat more favorab)e

than the estimate made on the basis of the simplified power gain equa-

tion.

2 6 Summary

The following list summarizes the principul design parameters

derived in the preceding sections. Sornit, of them hate beer, adjusted



slightly to correspond Io the geometry finally used.

With reference to Fig. 1:

C

1 ohm-cm

V = 50 volts
c raax

W = 0.4,U

L = IOj'b IGP-LL, 25pe

L = emitter periphery = I cm

A e emitter area I , x 10-3 CMe C Q

A = collector area 3 x 10-3 CM
c =s

R1 = 600 ohms per square
s 200 ZO ohms per square
S

J = 1. 6 amps /.-m
n

With reference to Fig. 2b.

f = 600 Mct

"rb = 0. 7 ohms

"r < 0. 2 ohms (contact resistance)e

C = 14 pf (50 volts)C
L < O.75 nhy
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3. SPECIFIC STRUCTURES AND GEOMETRY

3.1 Figures of Merit

According to the summary in subsection 2.6 above, an emitter

periphery (L p) of 1 cm is to be realized w-vith an equivalent emitter

stripe half-width (L ) of 104j or less. For non-stripe geometries th.e
e

quantity L can be defined as;
e

L =A /1L ,50
e e p

where A is the emitter area. This is one figure of merit for thee

fineness of geometry; another one of equal importance is an effective

"collector stripe" half-width represented by L in Fig 1C

L =A /L 51)
c c p

where A is the collector area. The latter quantity relates to the sizec

of the total collector capacitance in relation tu the useful working portion

of the transistor.

3.2 Length of Fingers

Consider an interdigitated geometrv with diffused emitter fingers

Z204 wide and aluminurr contact stripes 104 wide Ithese may overlap the

actual contact region). Because of the resistance of these metal stripes,

there is a limit on the length of the fingers which can be used before

excessive voltage drop dovn a finger reduces the effectiveness of the

remote end, This limit assumes that current is fed in from ore end of

the finger.
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The maximum length is estimated as follows- Suppose the

aluminum is 0. 3. thick so that its sheet resistance is 0. 1 ohms/square.

The resistanre down a finner of length Lis R = 01 L/ 10-3 ohms.

The total current flowing down a finger is I = ZJ L. where J = 1.6
_n n

amps/ cm. Since this tapers off toward the end of the finger, the voltage

drop is of the order of IR/Z = 0. 1 J Lz /10 -3. Reqr..:'ing this to be less
n

than kT/q !-- 1/40 volt means that L < 125u. Choosing L = 100ti will

require approximately 40 fingers.

The inductance down an emitter finger can be estimated from

formulas relating to a bar above a ground plane 10 (the collector N+ sub-

strate). For the above dimensions, the inductive reactance down a finger

at 500 Mc is estimated to be between 0. 15 and 0. 2 ohms, negligible com-

pared to the resistance of 1 ohm. The skin depth in aluminum at 500 Mc

is 3.75p, so the entire cross-section of the 0. 34 stripes is effective.

3.3 Geometries

An ideal form for the required transistor would consist of a

single emitter stripe 1 cm long paralleled by a base stripe. Connections

would be made to emitter and base by means of ribbons 1 cm wide, the

current being fed in perpendicular to the length of the finger. In this

way minimum inductance would be achieved and, furthermore, a rather

small thermal resistance of the order of 1 to 2°C j watt would reslult

because of the cylindrical spreading of the heat from an effective line

source. However, such a structure would give rise to severe handling

and mounting problems. It was decided that the maximum feas Lble length

would be about 2 mm This means that thte 1 cm periphery has, to be

obtained within a region one-fifth as long. If we consider an a~rray of

parallel emitter fingerL each of length L -nd center to center spacing s,

the ratio of the emitter base junction pertphery to the length which the
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array occupies is I + ZL/s. For a ratio of 5 the quantity ZL/s is

required to be 4. The minimum spacing s which could be easily main-

tained was judged to be 50g (this allows for a 204 wide finger plus 30i

intervals between fingers) so that the finger length L comes out to be

100g. This length is within the limit calculated in 3. 2 above The

resultant geometry consists of 40 such emitter fingers with one end of

each finger connected to a common bus bar region for purposes of making

contact. The appearance of the structure is that of two one-sided inter-

digitated combs as can be seen in the photographs of Fig. 11

Figure 6a illustrates a rough sr.etch, not to scale. of the basic

stripe geometry and a number of modifications. To realize the required
-3 2

emitter pe-rimeter of 1 cm in an area of 3 x 10 cm 2see section 3

above), 40 emitter stripes 100ýL long and 20ýt wide are used in a planar

npn structure with epitaxial collector regions. These stripes are spaced

by 30ý., so that the overall array is about 2 mm long, Aluminum stripes

connect the emitter stripes to a common bonding area lying over an

oxide layer, and interdigitated stripes contact the base laver, connecting

it to a similar bonding area on the other side of the stripe array. Gold

ribbons 2 mm wide contact the bondir.g areas to provide minimum induc-

tance connections.

Variations on the basic stripe geometry which could be incor-

porated on the same mask are shown in Fig, 6. In Fig. 6b the emitter

stripes are broken up into squares, giving approximately the same

total periphery but one-half the total emitter area This reduces the

minimum current effect discussed in 2 2c. but the registration diffi-

culties are slightly greater. A further advantage is that the J current,t

introduced in connection ,with Eq 10. is reduced by a factor of 2 since

the effective L is reduced by the same factor
e
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Another variation, illustrated in Fig. 6c. consists of a lattice

emitter (or base squares) Again, the same periphery as the stripe

geometry is obtained, One possible advantage of the lattice emitter is

that it lends itself well to incorporating the shorted emitter principle

discussed in Appendix A. By this means, the effective direct collector-

base capacitance is :reduced by a factor of order two, improving the

common-emitter power gain, and the transistor should be more resis-

tant to burn-out by formation of hot spots. Without the shorted emitter

construction, this geometry might have excessive Imin and Jt currents.

A further disadvantage is a higher base resistance.

3.4 Masks for the Final Design

In designing the mask for this transistor a number of different

devices were incorporated. In Fig. 11 is shown the "unit cell" o! the

masks as evidenced by a group of finished devices metallized but not

contacted or mounted. The standard design is the long 40 emitter

finger structure having emitter and base aluminum bonding areas 250 P

wide extending out on an insulating oxide area over the collector body.

In addition to the standard device there is an identical device of one

tenth the length with four emitter fingers. This was included in order

to get information on the yields obtainable from similar devices of

different areas and to observe the effects of different areas on the elec-

trical performance. Evidently the emitter lead inductance problem will

be somewhat less serious with the small device. Figure 12 shows an

enlarged view of this small device in which there can plainly be seen

the planar collector base junction, the diffused emitter region, and the

areas which are opened up to provide aluminum contacting. There is a

7p tolerance which -nu.ý.t be maintained in the registration procedures

In the event that this tolerance gives exCessive diff•.alty a device

similar to the small structure but with doubled lateral dimensions was
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also included on the mask as can be seen in Fig. 11 This could also

give information on the effects of different emitter finger widths on the

electrical performance, but as it turned out. these, devices were not

used, Finally there is a structure consisting of a series of annular

rings so that by measuring between the various rings the resistance of

the base layer both under the emitter and external to the emitter can be

determined directly This serves as a valuable check on the diffusion

procedures and gives a direct measurement of the important sheet

resistance R (see subsection 2. 3 above).s

Figures 7 through 11 are scale drawings of the masks used for

the 40 finger 110 watt) transistor, These are photographic masks used

to expose photoresist which in turn acts as a mask for the selective

etching of oxide windows Finally, the oxide windows define the area to

be diffused or contacted,

The base mask of Fig. 7 is first applied to produce a rectangular

planar base area. During the base diffusion, an oxide layer builds up or

else is deposited after diffusion (see section 4) This oxide is etched

out in the pattern of Fig, 8. and the emitter diffusion performed

During the emitter diffusion. further oxide is produced. This

must be etched away in stripes running down the emitter fingers so that

the subsequent alumin,,nn stripes can contact the silicon At the same

time, stripes are etched for the base contact. The contact window

etching mask is shown in Fig. 9.

Finally. aluxminum is evaporated all over the shoe, allovel, and

the unwanted areas removed by the use of photoresist and the mask of

Fig 10. This mask allows bonding areas 250p wide to extend over the

oxide covering the collector body While these areas are convenient for
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bonding the necessary wide ribbon for low inductance connections, they

are also a source of extra capacitance bet-ween the collector and the

emitter and base terminals. This extra capacitance proved very

troublesome to reduce to the point where power gain was not seriously

affected.

The minimum line width on these masks is 7p. The emitter

diffusion and contact window masks must register to 5pt. These dimen-

sions were the minimum feasible with the mask-making and registration

equipment available at Shockley Laboratory during the duration of the

contract. Note that this tolerance must be maintained over the 2 mm

length of the structure.

The definition achieved on the aluminum contacts is indicated in

Fig. 12, which shows fingers nominally 10p wide lying over emitter

and base contact slots of width 7 and 10p.respectively.

Recent improvements in the equipment used for cutting the orig-

inal master and in registration fixtures would now permit line widths of

5 p and tolerances of 2, 5 p , Thus it would be quite feasible to use 15p

wide fingers spaced by 1 5 p, giving over 60% more periphery with a

consequent gain in performance.
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4. PROCESS DEVELOPMENT AND FABRICATION

4.1 Starting Material

The collector material for the proposed transistor is to be

1 ohm-cm according to the design outlined in section 2 An epitaxial

collector is desirable to reduce the collector resistance to an absolute

minimum (a collector of 1 ohm-cm throughout would introduce a resis-

tance of abou!t 3 ohms). At the beginning of the contract. "inverse epi-
+

taxy" was used, consisting of an epitaxially grown n region on original

single-crystal 1 ohm-cm n material which has been subsequently lapped

down to the required thickness (about i0•i). In this way. the device is

diffused into high quality material. and the epitaxy merely serves as a

low resistance handle.

As the work developed, it was found that straight epitaxy, both

commercially available and grown in-house, had improved in quality to

the point where it could be considered for fabric.atior of this device The

results obtained were nearly equivalent to those on inverse epitaxy, and

since the latter is considerably more expensive, it was discontinued

Epitaxy of 1 ohm-cm (Z207 tolerance) and a thickness of 10p/ (-2pi)

was initially obtained from Merck When this became unavailable, further

slices were procured from Monsanto. Texas Instruments, and Allegheny

No consistent differences in the quality of the junctions ebtainable on

epitaxy from these various suppliers were noted, but slightlv different

diffusion schedules were necessary to achieve the same base and emitter

thickness The reason for this different diffusion behavior is nct under-

stood.
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Many diffusion experiments were run on slices of straight I

ohm-cmr material to check layer thicknesses and resistivities prior to

diffusing in epitaxy. Unfortunately, the behavior was not always the

same. Further remarks on diffusion anomalies are found in subsection

4.3 below.

4.2 Diffusion

a) Preliminary experiments on straight material

Standard diffusion techniques were tried for the production of base

layers between 0.25 and 0. 5p wide. Previous experience as well as theo-

retical considerations indicated that best control of thirn base layers is

obtained by making very shallow structures. Therefore a base diffusion

between 0. 5 and I p and an emitter diffusion between 0.25 and 0. 5P was

chosen. The first experiments were carried out with transistor masks

available from other projects until the specially designed masks were

completed. Junction depths were measured by angle lapping and staining.

Slices of 1. 0 ohm-cm resistivity, n-type were cleaned in solvents,

deionized water, and hydrofloric acid. They were predeposited (erfc.

distribution) in a closed platinum box containing boric acid anhydride

(B2 0 3 ), and subsequently diffused (Gaussian distribution) in a steam

atmosphere, giving a surface concentration of approximately 1020 -3

An emitter layer was then put on by predepositing the slice with P2 05

(phosphorus pentoxide) using the two zone furnace technique to obta~n a

base layer thickness (Wb) of approximately 0, 3 micron.

Mesas were made on the slices and V - I characteristics of the

emitter-collector junctions (base floating) were checked. The junctions

had breakover voltages of approximately 40 volts at 5 mA current.
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After the initial diffusions on non-device slices, it was decided

that an all planar 'type transistor would be made using simple rectangular

masks and similar diffusion techniques to those used for the non-planar

slices. Base layer widths (Wb) were less than 0 3p and emitter depths

0. 3at.

V - I characteristics showed "soft" (high leakage current)

emitter-base junctions and base-collector junctions along with very soft

-mitter-collector junctions. Angle lapping and staining of the structure,

Fig. 13, showed a very pronounced "emitter dip" effect which looked

potentially troublesome. The influence of various parameters on the

formation of the emitter dip was investigated. It was shown that this

effect can be masked if a guard ring is employed and certain diffusion

conditions are maintained. The guard ring used for this purpose is shown

in Fig. 14. The emitter edge, where the dip normally occurs extends

over a deeper portion of the base layer. This expedient may eliminate

possible difficulties caused by extra thin regions at the edge of the emitter,

but it does not improve the control of base layer thickness and uniformity

in the thin working region. The diffusion was the same originally used

for the non-planar slices, except that the guard ring was put in initially

to a depth of 4. 0 microns with a low surface concentration The resulting

devices had very bad V - I characteristics which showed shorted emitter-

collector junctions and very soft base-collector junctions Attempts to

harden the "guard ring" junctions were not successful.

Meanwhile experiments were continued to determine if the emitter

dip could be eliminated. Experiments using approximately the same

temperatures for oxidation, base diffusion, and emitter diffusion were

tried, and it appeared that the emitter dip became less pronounced

Further investigations are reportea in subsection 4 3
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Because of the lack of any clear advantage, it was decided that it

would not be worthwhile incorporating the guard ring on the set of masks

that were designed for this device.

Next the prCotype masks were delivered and were used with the

following diffusion schedule. These masks were discussed in section 3

abo-e, and are illustrated in Fig. 11. An initial oxide was deposited using

a _team atmosphere. Base areas were opened by standard Kodak Photo

Resist (KPR) techniques, and the base layer was put in using a low tempera-

ture (950°C) boron predeposit (platinum box with B 0 3) followed by a dry

oxygen diffusion at a higher temperature. (Dry oxygen was ised instead of

wet oxygen or steam to prevent depletion of the boron layer), A pyrolytic

oxide was then deposited and the emitter areas were exposed by KPR tech-

niques. The emitter layer -xs.as put in by predepositing the slice at a high

temperature for a short time using a phosphorus pentoxide source. After

the emitter diffusion, the slice was protected by steam oxidizing at a low

temperature so that the K`PR could be used to open the contacting areas.

The resul-tng devices had base layer widths (Wb) of less than 0. 3 micron

and V-I characteristics showing "punch through" (Fig. 15A).

In the next run, the base layer was diffused (Guussian distribution)

longer to widen the base layer 1W b). The resulting devices gave fairly

good V-1 characteristics and were therefore metallized, and the small

and medium size devices mounted in TO-18 packages f..ir testing. (The

small device has the same dimensions as the large device has, except

that it is one-tenth the length and has 4 fingers instead oi 4 1. The

=aediumr device has twice the laLeral dimensions of the small device.)

Unfortunately the devices wer- destr,,yed in mounting The structure

was angle laps, ed and junction depths were measured to give WV = 0. 45e

micron and Wb 0. 3 micron (Fig. 15B).
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The same diff asion schedule was continued with minor changes

for adjus..ing the junction depths. refining the metallizing, and perfecting

the mounting procedure Finally with run number 16, devices got through

all the procedures and were tested. The principal results are given in

Table U. The letter S following the run number indicates small devices.

b) Further experiments on epitaxial material.

Inverse epit-ixy and regular epitaxy slices of 1.0 ohm-cm n-type

of approximately 10 microns thickness on heavily doped n-type substrates

were used for making devices, The diffusion schedules worked out for

non-epitaxy material were used initially. The first epitaxy devices

taker. through to the testing (in packages) were those of runs numnber 22

and 23 (see Table ID. These generally had low collector breakdown

voltage and low ft

It was decided that a deeper structure should be tried for possible

better control of the layer depths. The first experiments wert, done on

non-epitaxy material and in run number 26c, devices were obtained on

epitaxy material that were testable. The diffusion schedule used was as

follows (see Table II. A base predeposit and diffusion was done to give

a base depth of 1.05 micron and a C (surface concentration) of 5 x 1018

-3 3cm Then an emitter predeposit and short steam oxidation were done

to give a high emitter concentration, WVe of 0. 75 microns and WVb of

0.6 micron. The deeper structure was continued along with the shallow

one, but it became evident that f values obtainable were lower for the
t

deeper structures, and the control probU)m no better.

c) Uniformity of diffuzion

Io estimate the degree of uniformty, a diffusion study using the
platinum B 0 box tLchnique for the base dop,.ng procedure was done
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Table I (data taken by four-point probe and by angle lapping and staining)

shows the reproducibility of the schedules that were tested. At the time.

the control seemed satisfactory, and it was decided to continue using the

platinum box method. Further devices were made largely with the two

workable diffusion schedules coming out of this study. Unfortunately,

only two kinds of material were used, and later experience showed that

this degree of uniformity was not generally obtained.

Devices were fabricated using the schedules obtained from the

diffusion study from runs 35 through 44. The results are reported in

Table II. These results show that the shallower device is generally

better for high frequency performance as estimated by the ratio f t/Rs

d) Anodic oxide doping.

The idea was to dope anodic oxides on silicon slices with phos -

phorus or boron compounds. This oxide is then effectively a diffusion

source, and good uniformity may be possible. Solutions of different

percentages of phosphoric acid and methyl alcohol were used as the

anodizing solutions for n-type doping. Figure 16 shows the apparatus

for anodizing. The procedure of doping was as follows. the slice was

cleaned and then anodized in the solution to obtain an oxide layer of approx-

imately 500°A thick. The slice was diffused at a low temperature to

obtLin a base layer of less than Id. The resulting surface concentrations
200 -3

were approximately 5 x 10 cm on high resistivity material Igreater

than 1. 0 ohm-cm). On low resistivity material the doping was not at all

uniform; therefore. it was decided to discontiuue using this technique for

n-type doping. p-type doping of n-type slices was tried using solutions

of sodium borate and boric acid, but the surfaces of the slices became

verf rough and chewed up at high voltages; therefore, this technique

was pursued no further
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e) Boron diffusion with diborane source

By using diborane 1B H 6) instead of the platinum box B 20 3)

it was thought to obtain more uniform base layer depths and more uniform

and higher base concentrations Initial experiments were done on non-

epitaxy slices of 1.0 ohm-cm n-type. They were diffused (erfc distri-

bution) with 100 P. P. M. diborane Idiluted in hydrogen and nitrogen) to

obtain junction depths of less than 1. 0 micron and surface concentrations
20 -3

of 5 x 10 cm . The slices were then diffused with phosphorus to form

emitter layers. The resulting devices showed base layer thicknesses

(W b) of less than 0. 5 micron. TLis approximate schedule was used to

make planar transistors and the resulting devices showed very high base

concentrations resulting in thin emitter I-ryers, low current gains and

soft reverse emitter-base junction characteristics.

The need for a simple and highly reliable method of doping the

base layer became moze necessary since the platinum box method

appeared to be giving increasingly non-uniform layers. It was decided

that the concentration profile of the base layer obtained& by the platinum

box method would be reproduced using the diborane method. Further

experiments with different dilutions of diborane gave base layer concen-

tration profiles of approximately the same as those obtained witn the

platinum box with somewhat more reliable results The platinum box

method was therefore discontinued

Devices using the diborane technique of base doping are repre-

sented in Table II starting from run number 45A.

f) Phosphorus nitride er-ritter diffusions

Because of the necessity for a short. high temperature predeposit

when using the phosphorus pentoxide procedure. it was thoaght that the
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use of phosphorus nitride P 3N5. instead of phosphorus pentoxide
might be advantageous in reducing the temperature required or increasing

the time Exp.eriments were run using the same base !aVer diffusion

as used for the phosphorus pentoxide emifter ard it was found that a

much shallower initial base depth was needed because the emitter

drove the base in too deeply Isee subsection 4. 3. Experiments using a

shallower base showed that the phosphorus nitride doping was not uniform

when used at a short time and a high temperature The work was discon-

tinued in favor of the more reliable phosphorus pentoxide procedure,

g) Decreasing extra capacitance

tii Thicker oxide.

The capacitance between the aluminum bonding overlayds and

the collector must be kept small. Means of evaluating thas capacitance

are given in section 5. If the original oxide thickness covering the

collector body and under the aluminum c•rerlays were increased, then

the capacitance would be decreased, Experiments were done to increase

this oxide from about I4 to 2k. but the thiclmess that could be used was

limited by registration and definition d-fficulties caused by the sma"1

size of the contacting fingers. A lesser increase in oxide thickness

%as not considered good enough. so it was decided that other ways

should be tried,

ýii) P-plugs under the aluminum overlays.

This method provides an isolating junction under the bonding

area The procedure for putting the plugs in is to open the original

oxide and diffuse P-type dopant into a depth of approxinately 5 microns

isolated from the device. under the area where the aluminum overlays

will go. The remaining procedure is the same as the regular devices
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Since this is a floating junction, its capacitance is relatively large

(zero bias) and the degree of isolation is small.

h) Final diffusion schedule

(i) Non-plug devices

The slice is oxidized to give an oxide layer 1. 0 micron thick.

The base areas are .aen opened up by KPR techniques and the base layer

is put in by a diborane predeposit and diffusion in dry 02 to a depth of ap-

proximately 0.8 micron with a surface concentration of 3. 5 x 10 19cm-3

The slice is then protected with a pyrolytic oxide and given a KPR treat-

ment to expose the emitter area. The emitter is put in by predepositing

from a phosphorus pentoxide source and then steam oxidizing to give pro-

tection and a better surface for KPR adherence. The slice is given a

further KPR treatment to open the contact areas and is then aluminized

by the standard procedure (see below). If the devices are mountable,

then heavy aluminum is put on the overlay areas for bonding purposes

and the devices are alloyed to the heat sink (stud mount).

(ii) Plug devices

The slice ;s oxidized to obtain an oxide layer of 1. 0 micron,

in whlch the plug areas are exposed by KPR, The plug is put in by pre-

depositing with diborane, cleaning in hydrofloric acid. and steam diffusing

to give a thickness of I. 0 micron of oxide and a plug diffused depth of

4 micron. This oxide is then given the KPR treatment to expose the base

areas. The rest of the procedure is the same as for the non-plug devices.

Further details on the schedules are shown for the runs toward the end of

Table I.
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i) General remarks on the diffusion procedure and results

All of the experimental device--- produced during the period

covered by this report were made by standard boron and phosphorus

diffusion techniques using oxide masking, with the geometry controlled

by photoresist procedures. The layers are diffused for the most part

into 1 ohm cm epitaxy from various suppliers. The standard mask is

that shown in Fig. 11, corporating in each "unit cell" the prototype

10 watt 500 Mc device, a smaller device of one-tenth the length,

another small device where all lateral tolerances are doubled, and an

annular ring structure for measuring the sheet resistance of the base

layer both under the emitter and external to the emitter. The former

sheet resistance is denoted by R and the latter by Rs, as indicated in
s s

Fig. 1 in connection with discussion of the design procedure in section 2.

The diffusion of the base layer (boron) for runs subsequent to

no. 37 is carried out in dry oxygen instead of steam. Insufficient oxide

is built up in this way to mask against the emitter diffusion, so additional

oxide is deposited by the decomposition of ethyl silicate. This procedure

insures against excessive loss of boron into a steam oxide, resulting in a

more heavily doped base layer.

The principal results obtained or the various runs are indicated

in Table II. The designation P refers to an initial plug diffusion as

described in part g) above.

Quite similar diffusion schedules were used on runs after 44B where

the diborane base doping method wa., introduced (see part 3) above). It is

evident that even with this method, a serious lack of uniformity exists

from run to run, and there is considerable nonuniformity within some
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of the runs. The former condition is particular]y evident in the mea-

surements of base sheet resistances, and the latter in the lack of

correlation sometimes evic~ent between the base sheet resistance R
s

the measured base width, and the cutoff frequency ft measured on

devices from the same run as the base resistance samples. On one

run (28S) cutoff frequencies up to 1100 Mc were obtained which is

above the design value of 1000 Mc. There is a large spread on this

run, however, which also appears in P with high '.alues of P corres-

ponding to high ft indicating a non-uniform base layer. it is believed

that the principal source of non-uniformity is in the base diffusion, and

that a large uncontrolled influence is exerted by the emitter dip effect

discussed in subsection 4. 3 following.

The measured values of R indicate that it would be extremelys

difficul" to achieve the design value of about 500 ohmns/square for the

base --esistance under the emitter (see section 2. 3h) while retaining a

high cutoff frequency. Systematic variation of these parameters pro-

du.-ed results summarized in Table III. The quantity ft/Rs is a form

c! figure of merit; if R referred to the actual base resistance of thes

device, this ratio would be proportional to the power gain expected at

any given frequency. It is noted that a much higher value is obtained

for 56 than for 39B, despite the larger ft of the latter. In other words,

attempts to thin the base layer beyond a value corresponding to

ft = 500 Mc results in Rs increasing faster than f Run 61 has such a

low R that the extrinsic resistance R largely determines base resis-s s

tance, and the figure of merit is inapplicable. The opLimum for this

range of variation appears to be close to the values of run 56. It is seen

that values of the current gain P follow the expected pattern, with high

corresponding to high ft (thin base layer)
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Cross sections of these diffusion runs with thin, intermediate

and thick base layers are shown in Fig. 17 a, b,,c.

The sheet resistance R not onl-y affects power gain but is essen-
s

tial in determining maximum power capability according to the discussion

in subsection 2. 3. Although the design value of R = 500 ohr.is/squares

is thought to be quite conservative, an increase of nearly 5 times is cer-

tain to have an adverse effect, particularly since even this can only be

achieved by reduch.%g ft from its design value. The excessive base sheet

resistance iE' a principal reason why the desired power output at 500 Mc

was not realized.

The collector -base breakdown voltage is in all cases (not more

than 50 to 60 volts) considerably less than that expected for 1 ohm-cm

material. This effect is probably caused by enhancement of the electric

field in the space charge layer at the edges of the thin planar base layer

where a large curvature exists. One means of reducing this effect, if

desired, at the expense of adding more capacitance, is to employ a

guard-ring structure.

4. 3 The "Emitter Dip" Effect*

a) Introduction

Localized enhanced diffusion of the base collector junction under-

neath the emitter regions is generally observed in double diffused high
14-16 This phenomenon is often referred to asfrequency transistors.Thspeoeoisfenrerd oa

the "emitter dip effect" (EDE). Not much attention has been given to

the EDE in the relevant literature during recent years, apparently

because of lack of reproducibility complicating the study of the EDE

*This work was performed by R. Gereth, P. van Loon, andV. Williams.
Miuch of it wvas sapported by ARO (Durham). The principal results are
slimmarized here because of their relevance;.urther details are in the
final report on Contract DA 04-200-ORD-1166.



and its theoretical explanation. The EDE was first reported by Miller. 14

He described the phenomenon and suggested that this effect may be caused

by impurity interactions such as published by Reiss, et al17 for lithium

in germanium. Later on the EDE was discussed by Baruch and coworkers.15

They developed an hypothesis which explains the EDE by a vacancy en-

hanced diffusion mechanism which partially accounted for effects observed

in an npn str•'cture made with gallium base diffusion. Baruch's group

was prevented from making conclusive statements by large and unpredict-

able variations from crystal to crystal.

Further experiments tending to confirm Baruch's model are sum-

marized here. After a schedule had been found which gave reproducible

results from run to run, intensive studies were made to establish the

experimental conditions for the creation of the EDE. Most emphasis was

put on a shallow diffused silicon npn transistor similar to that used for the

500 Mc transistor. Later, the experiments were extended to pnp structures.

b) Starting material and standard diffusion schedule.

The starting material used in the majority of the experiments was

n-n+ epitaxial material obtained from Merck, Monsanto, Allegh6ny and

Texas Instruments. The vapor grown n- silicon film was about 10 P.

thick and had a resistivity of I ohm cm, corresponding to a carrier con-
15 -3centration of 5 x 10 cm . The resistivity of the n+ type substrate

ranged from 0. 002 to 0. 04 ohm-cmn in a typieal slice. Exactly the same

results were obtained (with respect to junction depth) when experiments

were carried out using crucible grown silicon material of equivalent

doping level. The schedule followed in most of the work is described

below.
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After standard cleaning steps," the base was diffused in at 1050°C

for 15 minutes using 1% diborane in ixitrogen as the dopant source and

dry nitrogen as the carrier. This procedure gave a junction depth of
20 -3

0. 7 micron and a surface concc.ntration of 1. 8 x 10 cm

Following the base diffusion a surface layer of silicon dioxide was

grown by means of the thermal decomposition of ethyl silikate in a vacuum

aý 7500C for 45 minutes. Emitter windows were then opened in this oxide

layer.

The emitter region was produced by diffusion of phosphorus at

10001C for 7.5 minutes. The source was P 0, at a temperatture of
25

2400C; the ambient was dry nitrogen.

Beveling and staining the slice following the emitter diffusion re-

vealed the "standard" EDE. An enlarged illustration of the EDE is shown

ffi Fig. 18, which defines certain distances. The emitter base junction

depth is defined as X1, the base collector junction under the oxide X2

and the base collector junction under the emitter X . The magnitude

of the dip is equal to X3 - X2 = AX. The distances X 3 , X2 and ZýX

are independently measurable and since X - X = A X, a check is pro-
3 2

vided for the value of LX/.

An advantage of this schedule is that comparatively low tempera-

tureq are involved, so that complicating factors such as thermal diffu-

sion, out diffusion through the opened windows, and diffusion into the

oxide mask during the time involved are minimized.

c) Influence of emitter diffusion on EDE

It was shown that the presence of a phosphorus doped emitter

Aa; necessary to produce the EDE. Under the conditions described
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above, a dip was never observed unless stai-ning revealed n type doping

in the emirter window. The magnitude of the EDE, however, was inde-

pendent of the phosphorus concentration. If windows were operned in the

oxide over the base layer and the slice diffused for up to 15 minutes at

1000 0 C in a clean tube, no dip was observed. A further experiment

showed that diffusion of boron into the oxide which would result in the

EDE, did not play an appreciable role at 100011C,

Evidence for the observation that the dip is formed in time in-

tervals which are short compared to the overall diffusion times at

I0000C was provided by the following experimeent... A ZOO p.wide window

was opened in the oxide coating of a slice whicn contained the s.andard

base. An emitter Wvas then predeposited for 10 minutes at 1000 'C. Fol-

lowing this treatment, the window was widened, and the slice returned

to the predeposit furnace for another 10 minutes. The window was again

widened and the slice predeposited for a final 10 minutes. Beveling and

staining the material revealed a dip after each diffusion. The initial dip

in this particular slice was 0. 2 11 and each successive predeposit pro-

duced a dip although it became smaller. The base under the oxide re-

mained constant at 0. 7 ý. throughout the experiment.

d) Variation of base layer

Most of the work discussed above was done on material con-

taining a 0. 6 - 0. 7 V. deep base junction. The surface concentration of

acceptors in this material as determined by foar point probe measure-
020 -3

ments was 1.8 x 10 m .

Base layers were diffused to depths of Z. 5 3. .9 pLand 6 pt.

After oxide growth and 7. 5 minutes of pho,.,horus diffusion at 10000C

an EDE of approximatelv 0. 3 ý. was visible in the materia] containing
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the 2. 5 p. base. A slight rounding was visible under the emitter of the

material containing the 3. 9 p. base. No EDE was visible in the 6. 0 pbase

layer.

Using a series of epitaxially deposited base layers (see sub-

section 4. 4 below) of different doping concentrations the influence of the

base doping level on the EDE was further investigated. The substrate

was 1 ohm-cm, n type silicon in all cases. Only epitaxial layers having
-• dpin grate thn 3x •18 -3

doping greater than 3 x 0 1cm show the EDE. This and similar ex-

periments clearly demonstrated that the magnitude of the base conceii.io.-

tion close to the base collector junction and not the surface concentration

is important for the formation of t.re EDE. The influence of the base

surface concentration is only indirect since it obviously determines the

impurity profile in a diffused layer and thus the concentration in the

vicinity of the base collector junction.

e) The cooling rate and EDE

15
Baruch observed a drastic influence of the cooling rate on the

EDE. He reported an increase of a factor of 2 in the base region of a

silicon slice containing a gallium doped base and phosphorus em;tter

when the slice was cooled at the rate of 50/minute compare i to much

faster cooling. To test this observation, two slices containing the

standard base were diffused at 10000 in a phosphorus predepc it furnace.

One was cooled normally, and the other at an average rate of 3"*/minute.

from 10000 to 15800C. It was found that •h EL'E dip in the material which

had not been cooled slowly was the standard 0. 3 4. On the other hand,

the EDE in the slowly cooled material was 0. 6 ý.. The depth of the base

under the oxide was exactly the same in both slices.. in the ,Lormal pro-

cedure, the average time required to remove a slice from the phosphorus

diffusion furnace was 11 seconds. 1A modification in prr wldure resulted
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in decteasi-rg Vhis time to about 1 second. Phosphorus diffusion for

4 minutes at 105" °C into silicon containing the standard base followed

by this rapid cooling resulted in a 27% decrease in the dip as compared

to a slice cooled at the ordinary _te.

Material containing the standard EDE was given 4 heat treatments

of 4 minutes each at 10000 in a clean tube without source. The EDE was

found to increase after ezch beat treatment.

f) Deterrn.ination of concentration profiles

All results on the EDE described thus far were obtained from

cross section evaluation of diffused npn structures. In order to gain

more information on the EDE, the concentration profile in the standard
18

test structure was determined using the technique of anodic sectioning.

Two epitaxial silicon slices (rn type, 1 ohm-cm resistivity) were pre-

pared for this experiment. Th( first slice contained the standard base

layer formed at 10500C for 15 minutes as described in part b) above.

The second slice contained the standard base plus a shallow phosphorus

layer over the entire slice which was produced by a 4 minute phosphorus

predeposition step at 1000 C. This additional 4 minute heat treatment at

1000 0 G was also applied to the first slice after the base diffusion, how-

ever, in this case no phosphorus source was present.

Each slice was anodically sectioned separately. The silicon

was removed in increments of 0. 05 to 0. 06 F± as determined by micro-

balance weighings. Sheet conductance, calculations were made using the

results of four point probe measurements. Figure 19 reproduces the ex-

perimental results. The sheet conductance is p'c~tted as a function of

distance from the surface. The "circles" correspond to the data obtained

from the slice which contained only the babe layer. In the second sJlce
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ulle sheet conductance of the base (de:noted by "diamonds" in Fig. 19)

could be measured only after the emitter -was removed. Since the emit-

ter junction depth, was 0. 4 •, the first reliable sheet conductance mea-

surement of the base underneath the emitter could be performea at a

depth of 0. 46 ýt.

The emitter dip efiect is clearly vis-'ble in Fig. 19 as the differ-

ence between the extrapolated base collector junction depth of the two

slices. The junction depths as revealed by the sectioning procedure

were in good agreement with those determined by staining.

The cor.centration profiles oi the diffused boron base layers are

plotted in the u-per part of Fig. 20. These curves were prepared by

determining the differential sheet resistivity from Fig. 19. The con-

centration of the boron atoms was then found by referring to Irvin's

paper. - The notation of Fig. 20 is the same as that of Fig. 19. The

boron concentration as a function of distance fl •m surface was calcu-

lated in steps of 0. 5 pt. At the surface, the boron impurities reach a

concentration oi 2 c 10 atorns per cm" .

In addition to the profiles of the diffused boron layers, the

profile observed in an epitaxially grown base layer is shown together

with a, theoretical erfc distribution for a diffused layer with a surface
100 3

concentration of 2 x 10 atoms p r cm and a juncticn depth of 0. 65 p.

The results of the concentration profile measurements illustrated

in Fig. 20 suggest that (1) there is no pile-up of boron impurities dire ztly

In front of the phosphorus emitter (no "snowplow effect") and (2) the EDE

is not caused by a normal thermal diffusion process. The fact that

"snow plow effect" is not operative is also indicated by the identical

curvature which both base layer sheet conductance curves (Fig. 19)

exhibit at distances between 0.45 p and 0. 55 ýL.
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At a depth of 0. 6 g the concentration of the base without emitter

drops off rapidly (see Fig. 20) while the prof, aa of the base with emitter

shows v more gradual decrease. It was found that the experimental

results in this region can be fitted by an erfc function assuming a constant

"surface concentration" of 3 x 10 19cm and 4D = (0 12 + 0. 01) x. 10- cm,

where D is the effective diffusion constant and t the time interval for the

diffusion. These data allow the estimation of the D which will be neces-

sary for the formation of the EDE. In part c) above it was reported that

the EDE is created during emitter predeposition steps as short as 3 min-

utes. Therefore, a minimum value for D is given by

D = .44x 0 = 8 X 10 1 3 cm 2 sec 1  (52)
min l. 8 x1 2

This value is 30 times larger than that published for normal boron diffu-
20

sion at 1000 0 C by Fuller and Ditzenberger. The time interval used to

derive DmIn is an upper linit. The slow cooling studies reported in

part 2) actually indicate that thxe EDE is formed while the slice is taken

out of the diffusion furnace. This-step normally requires from 10 to 11

seconds. The apparent diffusion constant which would govern the dip

formation under these circumstances must then be at least 500 times

larger than normal. These estimates clearly show that the EDE cannot

be explained by a normal thermal diffusion process.

Another interesting feature of the data plotted in Fig. 20 is the

fact that both profiles of the diffused kase layers coincide at a distance

of 0. 5 11 from the surface. This observation together with results ,f
16

spreading resistance measurements underneath the emitter seem to

indicate t1't the EDE is caused by an enhanced diffusion only of the

boron impurities present in the vicinity of the base collect:or junction.
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g) g) EDE in pnp'structures

To our knowledge, the EDE in pnp structures has never been

reported. Attempts were therefore made to produce an EDE in this

type of structure with concentrations and junction depths as nearly the

samd as in the npn structure as possible.

15 - 3A slice of boron doped silicon tCB = 1. 5 x 10 cm -was dif-

fused for 15 minutes at 800 0 C with a P05 source followed by diffusion

in a clean tube for 15 minutes at 950 0C. This treatment resulted in a
020 -3

junction depth of 0. 6 11 and a surface concentration of about 2 x 10 cm

which is in rough agreement with the junction depth and surface concentra-

tion of the base in the npn structure.

After pyrolytic oxide growth, boron was diffused into the opened

windows using a platinum box and B203 as the source for 5 minutes at

11000C. Beveling and staining did not reveal a dip.

h) Summary

The main results of the above investigations can be briefly sum-

marized as follows:

(1) The EDE is observed only in npn structures.

(2) The EDE occurs only if the phosphorus emitter doping is

sufficient to overcompensate the base doping, and if the surface

concentration is much greater than n. at the diffusion temperature.
i

(3) Multiple emitter diffusion causes multiple dips.
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(4) Slow cooling from the diffusion temperature enhances the

dip.

(5) An enhanced diffusion constant for boron near the collector

junction apparently causes tlh dip, iather than rejection of boron

by the region of high phosphorus concentration.

(6) The base concentration near the collector junction prior to

emitter diffusion affects the magnitude of the EDE. The dip is
not appreciable in lightly doped (< 10 18 c- 3 )o ie( 1cm) or wide (>2 ±)

base layers.

The above evidence tends to confirm Baruch's 5 rnmodel, which is

based on the fact that heavy donor doping increases the vacancy concen-
21

tration assuming that vacancies act like acceptors. Thus the heavily

doped emitter could act as a source of excess vacancies during the time

the slice is being cooled after emitter diffusion. Sonny, of these excess

vacancies diffuse toward the base collector j inction and greatly enhance

the boron diffusion there. A theoretical objectiu-i to this mechanism is

that few of the negatively charged vacancies cored surmount the built-in

potential hill between emitter and base, and Yr.ost of them would diffuse

to the surface.

An obvious practical concluein to be drawn from this work is

that to obtain reproducible results in diffusing thin-layer transistors,

it is necesFary (but nct sufficien1 ) to control carefully the rate of cooling,

particularly after the emitter diffusion. This conclusion was only reached

toward the end of the present contract work; otherwise more consistent

diffusion runs would probably have been obtained.
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4.4 Epitaxial Base Layers

The idea of using epitaxially grown base layers was discussed.

It was thought that such layers would be useful for making thin high con.-

centration base layer devices if uniformity could be maintained. In prin-

ciple, a layer of given thicknesp should have a lower sheet resistance than

is pcssibl]e by diffusion.

Initial experimens used arn.HCl etching technique to clean the

surface of the slice prior to growing the base layer. The first experi-

ments were done on non-planar devices, and when reasonable results

were obtained, the techniques were uspd on planar devices with oxide

masking.

The attempt to make epitaxy base planar devices was hampered

by the non-uniformity of the HC1 etching and subsequent growing (Fig. 2lA),

Some planar devices showing fairly good characteristics were made on non-

e[pitaxy material. An outline of the procedure used is as follows: An initbal

oxide was put on the slice and areas for base layers vere opened using KPR..

The base layeis were grown to a thickness of 1. i 4 in the cem.er of the

device. Figure 2]B shows a cross-section through one of the base layers,

in which it is evident that the initial HCl etching ;.s deeper around the edges

of the base region, producing a ':hicker layer the, e. This effect is not

necessarily undesirable if the emitter can be restricted to a region where

the base is of uniform thickness.

The resistivity of the above base layer was 0. 06 ohm-cm. The

slice was deposited with a pyrolytic o,.ide and the emitter areas opened.

Emitter layers were put in using the phosphorus pentoxide technique

followed by a short steam treatment for KPR adherence. The devices
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were contacted with aluminum by the standard method, and tested. The

results showed (small 4-finger devices):

R = 1045 ohms/0 R.s2 5900 ohm,,, "sl s

W = 0.99 Wb b4fL

" E1 8 voltb at 1 mA f t 300Mc

"VCBO 50 volts-t 1 mA

"V ECO 40 volts at 1 mA

P - 2 to 5 at 25 mA

More planar epitaxy devices were made using a base resistivity

of 0. 0022 ohm-cm, but this gave devices with very low betas and break-

down voltages. The sheet resistances were

Rs, = 32 and R = 103 ohms per square.
s- s2

1

Considerably more experimental work would be needed to over-

come the severe problems of resistivity, control and non-uniform growth.

4.5 Ion Bombardment Doping

13

Ion bombardment may be a very useful tool for the diffusion of

devices containing very thin layers. The principle of this technique is

enhancement of impuri'y diffusion by an excess density of vacancies

generated by ion bombardment. A glow discharge in hydrogen is used

for this purpose (see Fig, 22"'. For doping purposes a small quantity

of diborane of phosphine is added to the hydrogen. The sample is beated

by the glow discharge. The bombardment of the slicon surface by posi-

tive ions creates vacancies which have the effect of enhancing the diffusion
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rate of impurities. Since the vacancies have a well determined diffusion

length of 0.3 L, very abrupt shallow junctions can be made this way. Dif-

fusion temperatures are lower than for thermal diffusion.

Simple three layer structures werei made at the beginning of th,.

investigation. It became- obvious that surface erosion would pose a

serious problem. More work will be necessary to solve the problem of

surface erosion and of oxide masking. It was 'ound that. even short ex-

posure to a glow discharge will destroy a layer of SiO2.

The use of silicon oxide films for selective masking against im-

purity vapors during thermal diffusion is well known for semiconductor

device fabrication. Silicon oxide films covered with molybdenum wej'c

found to be useful for selective masking against ion bombardment doping

in a dc glow discharge. The evaporated molybdenum layer shorts the

electric field across the silicon oxide and absorbs the sputtering damage.

Silicon slices were :.>prepared for bombardment by growing a

thermal oxide layer in steam at 12000C for two hours. The oxid,- was

removed on the back side of the wafer and a molybdenum layer of about

1.0 micron thickness was evaporated on the freshly oxidized surface.

Standard photo-resist (KMER) techniques were used to etch windows in

the molybdenum-oxide layar. The molybdenum was reaoved with a

solution containing 1 part of a satu'Lrated ferric chloride solution at 25 0 C

and5 parts of water.

The prepared silicon slices viere ion bombarded in the hollow-
13

cathode gas discharge apparatus described by Strack. Temperatures

ranged from 4000C to 10006C, as measured by a total radiation pyrometer

to about :: 108C. Bombardment time varied from 5 minutes to 120 minu,.e-.
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)n The cathode fall was approiianiately 1 KV and the current density ranged
Z 2iif- from 10 mA/c:n to 50 mA/cm , depending on the slice temperature.

The gas ambient was hydrogen at 1. 7 Torr, with admixtures of I vol /

of either phosph:iue PHS or diborane BZ H6

During the bombardment the slice is simultaneously heated and

doped by the impinging low energy ions. The silicon oxide film prevents

the diffusion of dopant impurities into the silicon surface. The oxide

surface is protected from damage by the molybdenum layer which is par-

tially sputtered away. The moly'bdenum covers the entire surface, except

for windows, providing a good electrical path across the oxide surface to

the cathode pedestal. This conduction prevents electrical breakdown of

the oxide in the high field of the cathode fall region.

After bombardment the molybdenum was removed and a clean un-

damaged oxide surface remained. The slices were beveled and stained

to delineate the p+n or n+p junctions. Impurity surface concentrations

and junction depths under the bombarded windows correspond to the values

reported by Strack. 13

4.6 Metallizing

The metallizing procedure initially used was as follows: After

the contact areas were opened, the slice had aluminum evaporated over

its entire surface to a thickness of 0. 3 p.. The slice was exposed to

KPR with the contact mask of Fig. 10, and etched in NaOH solution to

remove the unwanted aluminum. The aluminum was then a2joyed

in vacuum at 6300C.

Is. The metallizing procedure was changed because of difficul'y

in aluminum adherence. The alhu-ninum was evaporated while the
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slice was at 3000C and no further alloying was done. This procedure

gave good aluminum adherence to the 'lice.

By means of measurements like those discussed in Appendix B,

it was determined that without alloying, an undesirably high resistance

contact was produced. Accordingly the final procedure decided upon

was as follows: The aluminum is evaporated on the silicon surface which

is at 2001C (At 3000C the alunminum, tends to be too granular). The KPR

prc'cedure would be used to remove the unwaft,-ed aluminum, and the slice

is alloyed at 630*C. If the initial testing of the devices is favorable, a

thick 1 ýLlayer of aluminum is evaporated, through a metal mask onto the

bonding overlay areas.

These techniques were used and good aluminum contacts were

generally obtained.

4.7 Mounting and Packaging

It was decided at the outset that no effort would be put into de-

veloping a permanent package until a feasible device design had been

demonstrated. A. temporary mounting procedure was devised in wh;.ch

the device is alloyed to a beryllia disk having two separated metallized

areas on the top surface. This beryllia disk in turn is previously alloyed

to a stud header for heat dissipation. A gold ribbon 2 mm wide and less

than 2 mm l;ng connects the emitter bonding region on the chip directly

to the header, so that a reasonably low inductance lead is achieved

(grounded emnitter operation). A ribbon of the above dimensions is cal-

culated to have an inductance of about 0. 6 nhy, which is within the

inductance limit calculated in subsection 2. 5.
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The base bonding area is connected to one of the metallized

regions on the beryllia by means of a number of 3 mil gold leads, while

the second region, to which the chip is bonded, forr-s the collector con-

tact. The stud header mounts in a test jig in which connections are made

to the collector and base regions by metal spring fingers forming the ends

of 50 ohm-strip transmission lines.

Figure 24 is a sketch of the mounting arrangement for the device

and of the test jig. The collector and base are brought out to General

Radio 50 ohm coaxial connectors, to which coaxial circuitry is. readily

attached. RF chokes for biasing are provided. A number of small

(4 finger - see Fig. 11) devices were mounted in standard TO-18 pack-

ages for testing.

The above mounting scheme provides for simple and adequate

electrical evaluation of the transistors. Further packaging development

was not carried out; however it is evident that a double-ended stud-

mounted package with internally grounded emitter could be provided

using standard techniques.
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5. ELECTRICAL EVALUATION

In this section, the methods of measurement used for the most im-

portant electrical parameters are briefly described. Circuits for 500 Mc

performance testing are shown. Typical results are quoted to illustrate

the results achieved. The run numbers referred to are those whose diffusion

parameters are given in Table II. Typical electrical parameters for most of

the runs that were carried through to mounting are shown in Table IV. These

are representative of the group of fronm 2 to 10 devices in each run.

5. 1 DC Parameters

The breakdown voltages BV CBO' BVEBO and BVCBS were mea-

sured on a: Tektronix Type 575 curve tracer at a current of 20 mA (2 mA

for the small device) which was generally higher than any excess leakage

current so that the trte breakdown region was reached. A collector-base

breakdown above 55 volts was rarely obtained, whereas in 1 ohm-cm

material one expects 80 to 90 volts. The lower value is pr'obably due to

the curvature at the edges of ,he shallow base layer acting to concentrate

the electric field there. Because the collector junction avalanche tends to

take place in regions removed from the emitter junction, the collector-

emitter breakdown voltage is very close to the collector-base breakdown.

Considerable softness and frequent shorts were usually observed in the

collector-emitter characteristic; this can be attributed to the presence of

"pipes'".

The current gain P (incremental) and saturation voltage VSAT were

also measured o.. the Tektronix curve tracer. Beta generally correlates

well with base sheet resistance measurements (see Table II); high beta goes

along with the high sheet resistance corresponding to low total base layer

doping with consequent high injection efficiency.
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Saturation voltage is a useful indicator of excessive contact resis-

t.lnce or grossly non-uniform operation. A value in excezs of 0. 3 volts

kas considered high enough to impair performance.

5.2 Capacitance

ýon

of The collector capacitance was measured at various co*', oi bias

se voltages on a Boonton 75A-S8 capacitance bridge. Table IV lists values,

taken at 10 volts reverse bias, of the total collector capacitance obtained

by measuring from collector to base with the emitter floating. This total

capacitance consists of three different components, represented in Fig. ZB.

Here, C is the capacitance of the collector junction proper, while C andc e

Cbc represent capacitances of the emitter and base bonding areas, respec-

tively, to the collector. The emitter junction capacitance C (not shown) ise

much larger than C , consequently when one measures collector capacitanceec

with floating emitter the value obtained is very nearly Cc + Cbc + Cec

It is very desirable to determine each of the above component capaci-

tances separately. This may be done by making use of the fact that C varies
I c

as V 2 (abrupt junction) while C and C. do not depend on collector voltage
c ec oc

(determined by making similar oxide capacitors). Thas if the total capacitan-a
1

C is plotted against V " and extrapolated to zero, the value remaining isc
Cec + Cbc as illustrated in Fig. 25 for the "emitter open" curve. Furthermore,

the Boonton bridge provides for a three-terminal capacitance measurement, so
the direct collector-base capacity Cc + Cbc can be determined and plotted in a

similar way. ExtrapcLtion then gives Cbc as shown in Fig. 25 for the "emitter
ground" curve.

From Fig, 25, it is seen that each bonding area has a capacity to the

collector of about 18 pF for devices of run 26 C, consistent with the oxide

thickness of about 0. 75jiunder the bonding areas. The capacity C is not
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-necessarily detriment-al (except that it produces extra current through the

emitter lead inductance) and can in principle be incorporated in the load

circuit. The capacity Cb, however, effectively appears as part of C2 in

Fig. ZA, and hence acts to reduce power gain. The value of 18pF is already

more than the design limit of 14 pF for collector capacitance listed in sub-

section 2. 6.

Various expedients were attempted to reduce Cbc as described in

subsection 4. Z2g) above, but in no case were values less than lOpF reached.

This excess capacity is one of the major reasons why the desired power gain

of 6 db was not obtained.

5.3 Cutoff frequency ft

The cutoff frequency ft was obtained by measuring the short-circuit

common-emitter current gain hI.e directly at 500 Mc on it General Radio

Transfer Function and Immittance Bridge. A mount for the device similar

to that shown in Fig. 24 i3 used to maintain 50 ohm impedance connections

as close to the deirice as possible.

Principally because of the influence of emitter lead inductance, the

external current gain hfe is different from the internal current gain P -----t/jJw

An approxrnate treatment of this difference is obtained by assuming that the

input current divides between the input resistance R (which is about rb -ft L e)

and the collector base capacitance C. Only that portion flowing in R is ampli-

fied by the internal gain, while the portion in C is shunted directly to the

output. The external current gain is then found to be

(W /jw.) - jc4RC

hfe 1 + jwR = Re + j Im (53)
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and it is readily deterrmnec1-ie that

"((O/L) +RC

1 + (PRC)

Re/Lm = RG (54)

The desired frequency ratio f /f is calculated from the measured quan-" ~t"

tities Re and in- according to the following formula derivable from Eq. (54)

f/f= ho- Im - (Re/im)(Re + 1) (55)

The values of ft in Table 1 were ca½',,ated from this formula. They were

measured at a bias level of 10 volts 50 mA (sr. -il device) and 10 volts 500

mA (large device). The apparent ft rises somewhat with increasing cur-

rent at this bian level because of the influence of emitter capacitance.

A discussion of the relation of f to base sheet resistance is given

in subsection 4.2 i).

5. 4 Base resistance r b

The .ommnon method of determining base resistance from input

impedance (hill common emitter) measurements is not applicable here

because of the relatively large additional resistance w tL introduced into
te

the input circuit by the emitter inductance L . The procedure adopted to
e

get an es'mrnate of rb was to measure z 1 on the General Radio Transfer

Function and Inrmittance Bridge (collector open-circuited for a c) at 500

Mr and a bias of V 1= 0 volts, I = 500 mA (z1 1 is essentially bias inde-c c i

pendent). The real part of z1 1 was attributed entirely to base resistance

and the imagindry part is largely lead inductance.

The base resistance determined in this manner was generally not

much larger than the design value of 0. 7 ohms (subsection 2, 6), however
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the method probably is not particularly sensitive to contributions to base

resistance arising from the high resistance portion of the base under the

emitter. For this purpose, the direct measurement of base sheet resist-

ance on the annular ring structure illustrated in Fig. 11 is much more

valuable.

5.5 Emitter inductance L e

A convenient means of determining L is by measurement of thee

reverse transfer impedance z 1 2 (common emitter), the imaginary part of

which is essentially jwL . This measurement should be performed in ae

test jig similar to the amplifier circuit arrangement. A typical value for

z 12at 500 Mc is j 2 ohms, from which L is less than 0.6 nhy, within thee

design requirement of 0. 75 nhy.

5.6 Power output and gain

Two types of amplifier circuit were used to measure power output

and power gain. One of these, shown in Fig. 26, can be considered a

"lumped" circuit. A mounting arrangement like that of Fig. 24 is employed.

Simple L pads formed of shr- t lengths of strip transmission line and lumnped

capacitors are used for impedance matching. Bias is applied through RF

chokes, and external capacitors are required to prevent shorting the bias.

Normally, the base is operated at zero (dc with respect to emitter) bias,

and the transistor is in effect turned on by the positive peaks of the incoming

signal.

In an attempt to neutralize part of the collector-base capacitance,

a variable capacitor C was connected as shown in Fig. 26 through a X/4n

line so that its capacitance was transformed into an inductance. Not un-

expectedly, this expedient isually resulted in the circuit oscillating. In
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some cases, oscillator performance measurements were made, indicated

in table IV by "osc".

Small (4 finger) devices in TO-18 cans were tested in a smaller

version of the circuit of Fig. 26.

The other type of circuit used, which generally gave somewhat

better performance and is far more flexibLe., is illustrated in Fig. 27.

The device mount of Fig. 24 is used with externally connected double-.

stub tuners at in•put and output. These tuners are conveniently assembled

with standard General Radio coaxial components. The ubual procedure

was to tune the input for a gci,d match to 50 ohms (indicated through the

directional coupler by a mmr. ,ruir reading in the reflected voltage E )r

and the output for maximam po-ver. Power input is calculated from F.,

the coupler having previaisJyl been calibrated by connecting it directly

to the power meter. Ar. alternative procedure, if variable attenuators

are available, is as folluws. After tuning the amplifiex and setting the

desired power output, renrove the amplifier and connect the coupler out-

put directly to the attenuators. Mainta3:.ng the same E., adjust the

attenuators so that the same reading is obtained on whatever scale was

used on the power meter. The gain is then simply the difference in

attenuator settings.

The base bias voltage Vb was generally zero. The gain fell off

severely for negative Vbl and the transistors were much more sensitive

to burn-out if positive (forward bias) Vb was used.

The best performance (run 64) obtained at 500 Mc was a gain of

4 db at a power output of 7 watts. Higher gains were sometimes observed

on the small devices, and in one case (run 28) the z parameters were mea-

sured, and the "intrinsic" gain (excluding package impedances) was
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calculated to be 7 db. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to repeat

the results of run 64 due to increasingly large non-uniformities in diffusion

'Vhose cause is still unknown. The principal reasons the desired 10 watts

at 6 db was not obtained are that the base sheet resistance could not be re-

duced to its design value of 600 ohlms per square (see subsection Z. 6) with-

out F.Iso seriously reducing ft, and that excess capacitance of the bonding

areas also proved difficult to reduce. These problems are discussed else-

where in this report.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

An extensive design theory now permits estimating the most im-

portant transistor geometrical and material parameters required for a

given frequency and power performance. Present mask-making and

photoresist techniques are probably adequat. for the 500 Mc 10 watt de-

vice; however, conventional boron and phosphorus diffusion techniques

were found to lack the necessary control for the tbin layers required. It

also appears to be extremely difficult to produce a sufficiently low base

sheet resistance by di.ffusion.

Diffusion calculations are complicated by the emitter dip effect.

Considerable progress was made in understanding this effect. It appears

to be a vacancy enhanced diffusion of boron in the vicinity of the collector

junction, evidently taking place during cooling after the emitter diffusion.

It is thus important to control this cooling phase closely to achieve repro-

ducible results.

Alternative means of base doping are by ioui bombardment and by

epitaxial growth. The former is hampered by sevre surface erosion, so

that the most promising method currently appears to be the latter. Pre-

liminary work encountered trouble with non-uniform grc>ý4h, but some

good devices (having thick base layers) were produced, aný the method

is well worth continued investigation.

It is essential in UHF transistors that the capacitance under areas

used only for bonding be minimized. The thickness of oxide that can be

used in the usual planar process is limited by masking and etching resolu-

tion difficulties - not much more thati 1 5[t could be obtained on the pres-

ent transistor design, which was insufficient to reduce capacitance by the
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desired aknount. Hence a thick oxide isolation technique, possibly by

etching mesas and filling these with oxide, is greatly needed.

The shorted-emitter principle discussed in Appendix A was not

applied to 500 Mc transistors, but it should have imnportant advantages,

particularly at the higher powers, and is recommended for further work.

Lack of diffusion control, the inability to achieve very heavily

doped base layers, and excess bonding area capacitance did not allow

the desired performance to be reached, With better understanding of

the emitter dip effect and development of epitaxial base layers and oxide

isolation, there should be nothing inherently difficult about obtaining this

performance.
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Table It (continued)

NOTES ON TABLE II

a) R ' and R are the sheet resistances, in ohms per square, of the bases 5

layer external to the emitter and under the emitter, re.'pectively.

They are measured on the annular ring structure evident in Figure 11.

The values given represent high and low, or high average and low

readings on a single slice.

b) Under "base diff", O and S represent dry oxygen and steam ambiencs,

respectively.

c) So:me entries under ft and p show high and low values from devices on

a single slice. Both ft and p are measured at a current of 500 ma.

d) We is the depth of the emitter junction and WB is the depth of the base-eB

collector junction, both measured from the surface.

e) C is the zero-bias emitter capacitance for the large (40 finger) device.e

f) All material (except for run 16) is nominally 1 ohm-cm epitaxy.
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Table HII - Extremes of Base Sheet: Resistance and
Cut-off v'requency

Run No. P R f f /R
S S ItI s

Ohms/squaze Ohms/square Mc

39B3 50 440 12,200 1200 0.098

56 14 195 2,400 500 0.21

61 5 6 Z 30200 0.57
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Table IV (continued)

NOTES ON TABLE IV

a) * indicates measurements made on small (4 finger) devices.

b) Breakdown voltages measured at 2 and 20 mA for small and large

devices, respectively.

c) p measured at VC = 5 volts, I = 100 mA (small), 1 A (large).o- C

d) ft measured at VC = 10 volts, Ic = 50 mA (small), 500 mA (large).

M.issing values are caused by difficulties in oscillation in the bridge.

e) VSAT measured at I = 100 mA (small), IA (large), 1b = Ic/10 or

ScI /5 depending on p.

f) C is total collector capacity (collector to base, plus collector to

emitter) at VC = 10 volts.

g) Under "Other Data", measurements are at 500 Mc unless otherwise

stated.
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Fig. 1 Cross-section of transistor structure showing

principal parameters and current flow.
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Fig. 2 "Exact" ar-I simplified high-frequency equivalent
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Fig. 3 Chart showing relations between conduction
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Fig. 4 Current per unit periphery a's a function of collector
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Fig. 5 Charge distributions and base-emitter voltage for

maximum and minimum collector current conditions.
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Fig. 11 "Unit cell" on firal mask showing

metallized devices.
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Fig. 12 Enlarged view~ of metal on small device.
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Fig. 13 Cross-section through diffused device with

0. 21 ±base width shewing emitter dip.
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Fig. 14 Cross-section through diffused guard ring.
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Fig. 15 Photographs of bevelled and stained sections.

A. Very thin base exhibiting punch through.

B. 0. 3 4 base with severe emitter dip.
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Fig. 16 Anodic oxcidation apparatus.
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Fig. 17 Sectio~ns showing thin, intermediate and

thick base layers (see Table III).
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Fig. 19 Sheet conductance profile through standard

emitter-dip structure.
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Fig. 20 Concentration profile through emitter-dip structures.
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Fig. 22 Apparatus for ion bombardmtnt.
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Fig. 23 Finger structure with n emitter reqgions

produced by ion bombardment.
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Fig. 24 Sketch of mounting base and test jig.
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Fig. Z5 Capacitance evaluation.
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APPENDIX A

56) THE SHORTED EMITTER STRUCTURE

This Appendix reports some preliminary consid6rations of the

"shorted-emitter" transistor structure first proposed by W. Shockley.

This principle enables emitter stripes to be made wvhose effective width

is much less than their actual physical width. Deleterious effects asso-

ciated with charging the base layer by the collector capacitance under

the emitter (discussed in section 2. 3. 3 of the preceding report)may

thereby be reduced.

The shorted-emitter principle can be illustrated by means of

Fig. Al, which is drawn in a parallel manner to the non-shorted

structure of Fig. 1. The difference is that in Fig. A], the base layer

extends up to the surface in the center of the emitter stripe (the emit-

ter is not diffused here) and the erni.:ter metal contact connects emitter

and base layers together at this point.

Forward bias is applied between base and emitter in the usual

way. This path is prevented from being completely shorted out by the

relatively high sheet resistance R of the base layer under the emitter,s

across which the forward bias appears. It is evident that a potential

will exist in the base layer ranging from 0. 7 - 0. 8 volts at the active

edge of the emitter to zero volts at the location of the "short", and

hence most of the emitter-base junction will be prevented from injecting.

This potential gradient prevents losses due to the base layer charging

effect referred to above. That portion of the collector capacitive current

arising from the strip (L - Le) and from the strip approximatelv L'/Z
e e e

flows harmlessly to the ernitter contact. Since this portion does not have

to be supplied from the base contact, it has no influence on the power

gain. The eifective eriaitter stripe width is thus less than L' /Z, which
e
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is narrower than can be achieved by conventional construction by a

factor of the order of two to three.

We shall make a rough estimate of the optimum width of the

emitter L', assuming other dimensions remain fixed and that R >> R,
e s s

The resistance of the "short" under the emitter per unit periphery is

IR sL'. Assuming that an ac voltage vf is developed across this resis-

tance in Class B operation, the power absorbed in it is v /R L'. The
f se

only other component of input power dependent on L comee from thee

peak collector capacitive current density w Q (Q = C V ) flowing
C C c3C

through a strip of width L' /2, giving a power of about (w Q ) R L' 3
e c s eThe total relevant input power is thus

P. (L' v /R 12 + (caQ )R L 1 3/ (Al1)in e s e c se

This power is minimized by making

1/2 1/Z

L opt = 1. 28 ( R.£8 L W (A2)
c s c

where C is the emitter capacity and L is the charging depth dis-e 0

cussed in the previous report. Generally, the charge swing on the

emitter (vC e) will be considerably less than that on the collector

(V cCc), 4o L' opt will be less than L. by a factor perhaps of the order

of tvw . This implies that the shorted emitter principle may offer little

advanta.ge with respect to the base layer charging effect at frequencies

v•e .r c L is larger than the width easily achieved in ordinary emitter

stripes.

The simple analysis just presented omits consideration of the
fact that the capacitive current from the strip L - L'/2 flows to the

e e
emitter and does not have to be supplied through the base resistance.

Higher power gain should thus result; the expected improvement should
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be calculable from the power gain expression given in section 1. The

capacitance C. is effectively reduced by a factor of the oi.der of L' IL.
I e e

To first order, the power gain will be improved by an armount equal to the

factor by which the total capacitance CI + C2 is effectively reducei; how-

ever this ignores the power lost in the shorting resistance w'hich could

become appreciable in Class B operation.

If the input signal is required to drive the transistor into conduc-

tion (as, for example, in the circuiLa discussed in seztion 4, and commonly

referred to as "Class B1t), substantial power loss could occur in the shorting

resistance as the above analysis attempts to account for. However the ini-

tial bias current required through the shorting resistance to reach approxi-

mately 0. 6 volts forward bias on the emitter edge could be provided by a

separate dc current source. Experimentally, this increased gain has not

been observed, and the discrepancy is not understood.

In preliminary experiments, the shorted sti ,cture was applied

to an existing 50 - 100 Mc power transistor having an emitter stripe width

of 75 p.. This width is of the order of the applicable L length, The

shorted structure resulted in a power gain improvement of 2 - 3 db ant. a

slight improvement in efficiency. These results are roughly as expected,

and serve to demonstrate the principle. The feasibility of applying this

principle to the 500 Mc design and the improvements to be expected are

more doubtful. The reason is that the emitter stripes are much narrower,

leaving little room for the shorted region. The distance L' and conse-e
quently the resistance of the short become quite small unless compensated
for by high sheet resistance R. . But high sheet resistance will result in

s

a smaller power handling capability according to the discussion in

section 1. Perhaps the shorted-emitter principle could be applied to

geometries like that shown in Fig. 2c without introducing excessively

low shorting resistances.
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APPEND*,X B*

THEORY AND EXPERIMENT ON CURRENT TRANSFER FROM
ALLOYED CONTACT TO DIFFUSED LAYER

Bi. The Transfer Length Lt for the Continuously Distributed Model
of the Aluminuumn-Silicon Contact

The occurrence of a contact resistance between metal contact and

diffused layer in a silicon transistor can be detected by electrical probing.

One method of carrying out such probing to obtain a quantitative result is

illustrated in Fig. BI. It is assumed that a contact now shown on the figure

introduces a current J amp/cm flowing from right to left in the figure..

This current is removed from the aluminum contact. If voltage is probed

between the aluminum contact and various positions at coordinate x on the

diagram, then a voltage plot like that shown in the lower part of the figure

is obtained. lt is found that there is an abrupt "step'" in voltage at the edge

,of the aluminum.

As will be shown below, this step can best be described in terms

of the quantity Lt, defined as the "transfer length". This is the ,•`fective

length over which current must flow in the diffused layer before it trans-

fers through the alloy contacts into the metal layer. As is -epresented in

the diagram, there may be uncertainty in the measurement of the quantity

Lt depending upon che resolution of the probing apparatus. If data like

that e.,own in part (b) of the figiv're is obtained, then the value of Lt has

an uncertainty equal to the interval between measured points. This is a

consequence of the fact that from the electrical measurement it is not

possible to say exac•]y at what point the aluminum plating stops, and all

that can be said with certainty is that it ceased betweeronc measured

value and the other.

* Work performed by W. Shockley



The uncertainty in 1t values is in general of little practical im-

portance. The reason for this is that for contact resistance to be trouble-

some the distance which current must flow in the diffused layer must be

larger than the resolution possible in probing. Consequently, the actual

resistance in the transistor structure is unimportant even if it produces

a voltage drop corresponding to an Lt value somewhat larger than the

-resolution of the probing experiment.

For the interpretation of the quality of alloy contacts, however,

it is desirable to obtain Lt values with a .amximumn of precision.

"In terms of a continuous distributed model of the properties of

the contacts, the value of L t can be visualized in terms of the diagram

shown in Fig. BZ. This represents the same situation as in Fig. B3 but

in terms of an equifralent circuit. It is supposed that the resistance per

square of the diffused layer is R . It is also supposed chat the particulars

structure extends perpendicular to the plane of the diagram for a distance M.

On the diagram two resistances are represented. One of these is the resis-

tance which would arise if the current were Lo flow from the edge of the

"-netal through the diffused layer alone for a distance L . The resistance

of this rectangle, as shown on the figurýe, is R L t /M, in which L /M iss t t
the nfrnb-l-r of squares in series for this current path.

The other resistance repre.enL .1 in the diagram is the resistance

for current flow from the diffused layer to the metal plate, assuming for

purposeL" of this estimate that the diffused layer is an equipotential In

this case, the area for current flow considered is again L wide and M

deep. The contact resistance arising from the alloying is described in

terms of an infinite distribution of -parallel resistors which will carry

G amperes per square centim, ter when the voltage difference is I volt,
a

I 14



In oither words, G a called the "alloy transfer conductance, " has thea
dimensions of mhos per square centimeter. This leads to the resistance

I/Ga LM shown on the figure.

Physical reasoning, which is given in mathematical detail in

the First Interim Report, leads to the conclusion that the current flow

wili distr.bute itself under the metal plate so that the resistance in the

diffused layer will be approxumately equal to the resistance in flowing

across the contacts. This leads to the relationship (B3) given below in

terms of the previously defined quantities:

R = ohms per square of diffused layer (BI)
5

G = conductance in mho/cm between
a

diffused layer and contact metal (B2)

l/LtMGa (La /M)Rs (B3)

This equation -s readily solved for Lt and gives

L 2 !/R G (B4)
t s a

The same relationship results from an exact analysis.

We next consider the situation prevailing when a metal contact

finger, having width Lf, lies over the diffused layer. In general, equal

currents will flow towards this metal strip from both sides, as repre-

sented in part (a) of Fig. B33 As is represented in part (b) of the

figure, this leads to a voltage step at the edge of the layer which can be

described in terms of a conductance per centimeter of edge length such

that the current J mn amperes per centimeter is equal to thi3 current

i, I I



times the alloy transfer voltage V . Mathematical analysis givena
leads to the conclusion that the voltage disturbance under the alloyed

layer musz vary exponentially with distance, as represented in part (b)

of the. figure, so that the value for the finger conductance in mhos per

centimeter is given by

Gf (Lf) = (I/Rs Lt) tzah (Lf/2iLt) (B5)

Evidently, if the finger is very wide a maximum value of G. will

be obtained. This value is represented by G f and is the limiting form

given by

Gf 0= IR Lt = (G /R)II =G L (36)

On the other hand, if the width of the finger is very small com-

pared to the alloy transfer length L,, then the formula for G reduces

to

G f/?.RZ Lt L G /2 L < L (B7)
f f s f af

It is seen that this equation reduces to a simplee cpreesion which says

that the conductance is simply equal to the conductance of the contacts
for a strip whose width is half that of the finger width.

It is useful to calculate the additional resistance which will arise

from the contact as compared to the resistance that would exist in a

transistor if the contact were perfect and had no resistance. In the

latter case the important resistance is that from the metal contact

through the diffused F•.fyer to the neare. ' junction. This is usually

given by half the width Ldf of the diffused finger, as represented 4n

i16



part (a) of Fig. B3. For the case in which the metal finger Lf is

narrow compared to the alloy transfer length L , the extra re-

sistance from metal contact to junction is boosted by a factor given by

Boost in resistance to junction = I + (2t / L L (BS)
t dff

It should be noted that the boost factor in resistance, which is

associated with the decrease in Gf of Eq. (B7) for small values

of L varies as LZ For this reason it is quite possible that

bbost factors of an order of magnitude can occur in devices which have

large values of alloy transfer length.

A convenient method for measuring Lt under some circtum-

stances is represented in Fig. B3. Here current is assumed to flow

only in one side of the metal contact. For this case the voltage V 0

which appears on the side where no current flows is given by

V/J= Rs Lt/Lt) (B9)

For large values of L. / Lt this equation limits the accuracy of

measurement to the accuracy with which the width Lf of the metal

finger can be determined. For the situation Lf/Lt >> 1, the important

term in this equation will be the hyperbolic sign function. This has

the consequence that inaccuracies in measurement of the other quantities

in (1.9) wv.11 affect the determined value of L only logarithinically, and
t

thus L 's accuracy is almost compl(tely determined by the accuracy
t

with which L f can be measured.
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BZ, The Discrete Contact Model of the Transfer Conductance G
a

In this section we shall consider some consequences of potential

theory for the situation in which the diffused layer makes only occasional

contacts at discrete small regions with the metal layer. The essential

quantities involved are represented in Fig. B4 and are defined as

follows:

D ,r = diameter of ohmic contact (B10)

S = center to center contact spacing (BII)

W effective layer thickness (BIZ)

In terms of these quantities the sheet resistance R in ohms per squareS

of the diffused layer is related to an effective thickness of the diffused

layer and a resistivity. This resistivity p and its reciprocal, the

conductivity T are the values corresponding to the surface of thes

layer, and the layer is treated as if it were uniform in conductivity,

having the same value as the surface. This approximate model will

introduce small errors when the contacts are small in diameter compared

to the effective thickness W. Under these conditions the principal

voltage drop of current flowing into the contact occurs within a few

contact -adii of the center of the contact, and in this region the resis-

tivity will be fairly uniform and will have the value given at the surface.

For this case the relationship

i/s = W =W/Ps (B13)

holds for W and the conductivity and resist~vity at the surface,

If we assurme that the resistance of one of the small areas of



contact shown in Fig. B4 to the layer may be represented by R a, then

the value of G a the alloy contact conductance, will evidently be

given by

R a resistance of contact to layer in ohms (B314)a

G = (/R a) / S? = I/R S (G inmhos/cm2 ) (B15)a a a a"

This leads to a relationship between the center to center spacing

of the contacts and the alloy transfer length given by

L2 / S2 = (1/R G )/ S2 = R / R (B16)
ts a a s

The concept of a contact resistance to the layer is mathe-

matically a difficult one, since the diffused layer is not an equi-

potential in this case. A mathematical treatment leads to the con-

clusian that for a discrete contact structure like Fig. B4 there is a

characteristic alloy transfer length Lt which specifies how the current

flowing in the layer decays exponentially and is transferred to the metal

contact. The relationships given above are based on this mathematical

analysis.

Fig. B4 illustrates the case in which the alloy transfer length

.s larger than the center to center spacing by approximately the square

root of 2. As a consequence of this, it works out that the current

flowing in the diffused layer decays by approximately a factor of 2 in

each period S. This decay is represented in Fig. B4, where it is

seen that 50% of the current flowing in from the right of the figure

decays on the first rowvof contacts, 50% of the remainder on the second

row, and 50% of the subsequent remainder on the third row, and so on.

It is also noted in Fig. B4 that the actual contact area for the

1 )0



representative situation shown is extremely small Only one part in

1600 of the area is actually covered by contacts, aad yet the first row

of contacts stops 50% of the current, so that the effective depth of

penetration is, as shown in the diagram, less than 3/2 row spacings.

Thie illustrates how effective very intermittent contacts can be in trans-

ferring current.

Conversely, the diagram suggests that where a relatively

large value such as 20 or 30 microns is obtained for Lt , the

fraction of the area which has actually been contacted in the alloying

process As extremely mninute,

In terms of the quantity G , expressed here in terms of thea

contact resistance (B14), and the analysis of Section 1, which leads

to values of Ga from measured values of R and L it is possible

to apply the theory discussed in Section I to actual situations. The

mathematical analysis presented in the Appendix shows how values

for the contact resistance R may be calculated from values of S,a

W, D and R . Two cases are of importance, and the distinction isS

represented in Fig. B5. Either the contact area is large compared to

the effective layer thickness or it is small. In the event that it is

large compared to the effective layer thickness, a two dimensional

potential theory model is adequate and the resistance required for the

current to penetrate through the distance W of the layer is unimportant

compared to the resistance in spreading further outwards. In this case

it turns out from the analysis presented in the First Interim Report that

Eq. (Z.14) gives DIW = 1/4 for Lt/S n 1 4.
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the appropriate value cif R to use is given by
aI

Ra= (R 12-0 .tn (S/irD') D > ZW (B171

This value of R acorresponds to carrent Aflow to an outer cylinder

whose diameter is the center to center spacing divided by vr.

On the other hartd, if as represeated in Fig. B5 the area of the

contact is actually small compared to the thickw. 9, thien tiva principal

voltage drop occurs within a few radii of the contact area (it beingI
assumned. of couarse, that thie actual vegions of contact th-em-selves have

negligible resistance arnd simply estahblish an equipotential on the

surface of the semnicorzeductor). This lead3 to an approxiratc expressionI

for the total resistance consisting of tA.he sum of two terms

R (R 11,Tr I ir(S / Z'!W)

+ (R/14) j(ZWNYID) -I ]D < ?.W (B318)

This fornn is niot exact, out has )"en chosen so as to join correctly to

(B17) when the diameter is equal to twice the effective layer thickness

W and to vary properly for a contact -.preadiag resistance when the

diameter is small compared to W .The traa,*Wton region in which (BIB)

must be used to obtwri accurate results is probably relatively small, and

when D is cons.'derably less thaa W it in adquate to a~pproximate

Eq. (3181 by the mach ;_irnpler expression

R~ R W12D D < 2W (B 19)

The case of Fig B10' is based on this approximate formula.
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In terms of Eqs. (B18) and (B19) when combined with (B16),

one may obtain an expression relating the diameter of the contact to

the measured quantity Lt and an assumed quantity S for the contact

interval. These relationships are represented as follows

22
D = (S/7r) exp (-ZnrL /SZ) D > ZW (B20)

t

D = (SL) ZW/2 D<< 2W (B21)DV

Experimentally it may be difficult to determine the quantity S

unless the contact areas are large enough to be seen. In general, when

this is the case the values of Lt are sufficiently small to be of little

practical interest.

It is, however, possible experimentally to make an estimate for

aa upper limit for the value of S. This can be done by probing transistor

structures and looking for current sinks. For example, if the value of

S were as large as 25 microns in a typical cransistor structure, then

there would be substantial discontinuities in the current as measured

along a metal contact finger. Observations made so far do not indicate

the pesence of such pronounced localized current sinks for the current

flowing in the metal contact areas. Consequently, for the case studied

it is concluled that the effective value for S is substantially less than

Z5 microns.

This reasoning leads to the conclusion that contact areas may be

very small indeed. For example, it- one case a value of approximately

90 microns was obtained for Lt . Assuming that S was only about

10 microns, using a value of 0. 5 microns for W, one concludes that the
-6

diameter of the contact vras less than 100 angstroms or 10 cm 1n

diametel

Z22



B 33. Some Experimental Values and Discussion of Measuremnents

The large variation that may occur in the contact 5ituatior, is

suggested by the photographs shown in Fig. B6. These, were Made by

etching the aluminum from a completed transistor structure by using

sodium hydroxide. This structure has 7 5p. wide emitter diffuxred

fingers, but the contacting procedure is identical to that used on the

500 Mc transistor. It is observed that in some cases large num bers

of spots in thz: etching pattern are shown in regions where the metal

was alloyed to the semiconductor. (It should be noted that there is

currently no objective proof that the etch pattern actually corresponds

to ohmic contact between the aluminum and th*- oU'con. However, the

correlation between such etch patterns and thi- cabterved alloy transfer

lengths suggests that it is a very reasonable assair.pt~ion that these etch

pits do represent actual intimate metallic alui.'yirig between thes aluminum
and the silico.j.)

The struicture shown in part ;b) of the figurtý was a transistor

extensively measured by electrical probing of potentials from point

to point.. On the basis of these measurements and by using mathe-

matical atialysis likeý that discussed in Section 1, it was concluded that

the alloy transfer lengths for emitter and base contacts were of tl.ýe

order of 60 nticrons and 90 miLcrons. If the contacts for such a case

were as small as the 1.00 angstroms discussed at the end of Section 2

(a value which correpporids to these alloy transfer lengths according

to theory), then it is not stirprising that no etch pits can actually be

seen in the photograph.

The rea'istance boost factors askociated w~ith structures of

this sort, estir.'ated from Eq. (B~.j, are about an order of rgapnitude

i ý '



and can account for resist-ances as measured at low frequencies

appearing in series with the emitter-base junction of 6 to 12

ohm-cm (reciprocal of the quantity Gf discussed in connection with

Eqia. (B5), (B6) and (B7) for the base resistance and 0. 3 oh•n-cxn for

the emitter resistance. Such relatively large values can account for

extra saturation voltages and rnduced power gain.

In the course of carryi,,og out these contact investigations a

traudistor using a metal contact consisting of 250 angstroms of

aluminum, followed by 950 angt troms nickel, followed in turn by 1. 5L±

of aluminum was made. This contact, which can be made only with a

metal mask, allows higher ternmerature alloying of the aluminum

without penetration through the base layer. Such transistors gave low

saturation voltages; from these and from the logarithm of collector

current versus emitter-base voltage it was concluded that the effective

series resistance with the emitter was less than 0. 10 ohm-cm.
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Fig. B I Method of measuring "transfer length".
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Fig. B3 Penetration of voltage under finger.
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Fig. B4 Contact illustration.
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Fig. B5 Contact spreading resistance.
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Fig. B6 Photographs of alloyed contacts.
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APPENDIX C

CONTROL MASK STRUCTURES*

Cl Introduction

During the course of this contract, iý: became evident that it

would be desirable to monitor as many critical process variables as

possible. This can be done by separate control slices, or more

desirably, by incorporating special structures in the same masks as

the final transistors. The initial mask design anticipated this by in-

cluding a concentric ring structure for measurement of base resistance

under the emitter, shown in Fig. 10. This structure could also be

used to estimate contact resistance by probing methods suggested in

Appendix B. Although it was not necessary to design a completely

different set of masks, the following considerations were developed for

the design of suitable control stractures in future masks. The dis-

cussion is in terms of a slightly different geometry than that used

elsewhere in this report, but it vill be evident how the principles apply

to any geometry.

C2 Principal Objectives

In fabricating power transistor structures, i't is desirable to

know the values obtained for various process steps involved. This dis-

cassion deals with five parameters. One particular parameter of the

process which may cause deterioration in transistor performance is the

resistance between the metal contact and the emitter layer and between

the metal contact and the base layer. Such resistances have been dis-

cussed in Appendix B.

Work performed by W. Shockley
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There are also three sheet resistances, which may be expressed

in ohms/square, for diffused layers. These are for the emitter diffusion,

the base diffusion as a whole, and the base diffusion as it lies under the

emitter layer.

Each of the set of masks discussed here is intended to measure

essentially one of the five physical quantities discussed above, nantely

the contact resistance between the aluminum and the base layer, and the

three sheet resistances. In fact each mask individually measures

essentially just one of these five parameters.

The design of the masks was suggested by an observation that

the evaporated metal structures of a transistor could be us..d as electrodes

for contact to control structures. Although more reliable electrical in-

formation can be obtained by using three electrodes, it is possible to

design masks in which a high degree of control information can be

obtained by using two electrodes only, i. e. those normally serving as

base and emitter contacts. The advantage of using only two electrodes

is that the measurements may be made on a slice simultaneously with

measurements made of the transistor parameters. The control areas are

identical in their contact geometry with the actual transistors. The

electrical measurements consist simply of measuring the resistance be-

tween the emitter and base contact areas.

The cases of particular practical interest are those for which the

current transfer length L (see Appendix B) is comparable t,) the

dimensions of the metal contact finger,. If the transfer Iengrith is sub-

stantially less than the width of the contact fingers, then contact re-

sistance is unimportant. On the other hand if the transfer length is very

large compared to the metal contact finger width, then in general large



additional contact resistances will be present. Consequently, the design

of each control structure is made so as to permit relatively simple and

straightforward interpretation in the range in which the transfer length

is comparable to the dimensions denoted by "a" of the metal fingers. Ln

gereral this same dimension "al represents the spacing between the

metal fingers and the emitter-base junction.

Another design consideration for the control structures discussed

here is that the normal measured resistances should be preferably of the

order of 100 to 1000 ohms. This is because the resistance between the

electrica! ý ressure contacts used in a test set-up and the aluiminum layers

may be of the order of 1 to 2 ohms. The resistance of the metal contact

layer itself varies from about 0. 2 to 0. 02 ohms per square. For the

structures considered the maximum number of squares in series will

be less than 10 so that relatively unimportant resistances of less than

oie ohm are to be expected. Thus if the measured resistances are

larger by 2 orders of magnitude, the error made dvte to variations in

the metal contact resistance will be unimportant.

G3 Two Terminal Transistor Control Structure Designs

The designs are based on a typical set of values for the sheet

resistance which we denote by the letter S with an appropriate sub-

script. Typical values for the three diffused layers and the number of

squares that should be incorporated in series or parallel in order to give

desirable resistances are shown below:

S 2 ohms requires 10 to 100 squares in
.•e ries (CI)

S bh 10 to. 300 hr-r-ibm rquire&s I to 10 squart!s

ir, •.,-ric~ :(CZ)
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S - 5000 ohms ; requires about 10 squares

in parallel (C3)

The resistance per square Sbb stands for the thick base layer which

does not lie under the emitter; the other symbol Sb represents the

working region of the base layer lying under the emitter.

Sheet Resistances

Figure Cl shows the structure used for measuring the quantity

S e Part (a) represents the diffused and contacted structure and Part (b)e

of the figure indicates where it lies in respect to the transistor structure.

It is seen that the ma'tal areas where contact is made to the diffused

emitter region lie under the massive bos bar portions of the transistor

structure. In some designs, it may be necessary to use a group of

emitter fingers for one contact, an,, a group of base fingers at aie

opposite end of the structure for the other.

For ease of measurement it is desirable to make the resistance

between the two contacts the order of appro•ximately a hundred ohms so

that the ratio of the widths W to the length H of the connecttng diffusion

strip should give the order of 10 to 100 squares. If necessary, a

slanting or zig-zag path can be used.

Sheet Resistance Sbb

Fig•Are CZ represents the structure used for measuring Sbb. In

this case the desired resistance corresponds to approxirmately one square

of this diffusion. This means that the spacing between contacts and widths

of the region measured should be approximately equal. Figure CZ, like

Figure C) e..aggerates the relative dimension of the transfer length for

the contact and also the registration tolerance As represrented in

1ý4



Part (a) of Fig. CZ the base layer is surrounded by a region ;t. which

the emitter is diffused. Under this region the sheet resistance ot the

base material is Sb which is one or two orders of magnitude higher than

fhe resistance within the rectangle where the emitter is not diffused.

Consequently only a small correction need be made for the conductance

oa this surrounding region and for practical purposes it can be neglected,

It should be remarked that for the chief purpose of these masks

a high degree of accuracy is not required. Instead the chief desider-

atum is that control gill be obtained so that significant variations from

one slice to another or one region to another can be detected.

Sheet Resistance Sb

Figure C3 shows Lne structure planned for measuring S the
b

resistance of the base layer where it lies under the emitter. In this
case it is desirable to have the• order of 10 to 100 squares in parallel.

The structure shown has 30 squares in parallel. As is represented on

the figure, an emitter diffusion extends ov'er a "picture frame" or

rectangular -egion lying in the area of the interdigitated emitter and

base fingers. Marked on the edge of the rectangle are intervals of

magnitude "all so as to illustrate tolerance considerations that may be
important in deý. gning the structure. The structure has been based

upon permitting a tolerance of Za in registration vertically and 1. 5a

horizontally so that the demands on this structure will be somewhat

less than those placed on making and registering the transistor proper.

The metal finger electrodes used for making contact are chosen in an

alternating fashion so ae to produce a much larger interval for the

emitter diffusion and to decrease rcgi;itratiun tolerance.



Contact Resistance and Current Transfer Length

We xiow come to a consideration of the contact resistance inea-

surements. These are represented to a first approximation by a

certain conductance per cm of metal semiconductor area and maybe

represented by the symbol G:

a
G = emitter contact conductance mho/cm (C4)

e

Gb = base contact in conductance mho/cm (05)

These quantities are related to the corresponding current transfer

lengths by the analysis given in Appendix B:

L2 G S : L 2 GbS (C6)te e e = bb

As discussed in the reference, various methods have been used and pro-

posed for measuring this transfer length. One of the most effective can

be accomplished with a three-contact arrangement in which the penetra-

tiorn of the electric field under a contact stripe is measured. This method

is not available if only two contacts are to be u~sed. Gonzequently the

scheme proposed here involves making a vvry small area of contact so as

to exaggerate the resistance.

The structure for measuring the con',rt conductance or transfer

length is represented in Fig. C4 with its relative position in respect to

an interdigitated structure shown. As for Fig. 03 a situation is used in

which additional tolerances are allowed over that involved in making the

transistor structure. In Fig. 5 the tolerance has been approximately

doubled so that the contact areas represented as two small circles can be

displaced from their desired positions in respect to subsequent contact



window openings by more than the tolerance "a". The contact re

sistance is enhanced in the structure of Fig. 5 by making contact

windows which are smaller in diameter than "a". Since these do not

have to be registered the only requirement is the ability to cut the

oxide so as to permit the contact to reach through to the diffused layer.

For the cases involved the layer may be either the base layer or a

large region of emitter diffusion centered about the neighborhood of

the contacts.

In the analysis of the Lt structure of Fig. C4, we consider two

terms to the resistance between the contact regions. For one of these

we regard the contacts as being perfect and consider the sheet resis-

tances. For this case the potential distribution V prcduced by

current I is as represented in Fig. C5 so that the potential in the un-

plated region satisfies Laplace's equation:

V = (SI/Zir) in (rI/rl) (C7)

At the edges of the contacted region we should take the radii to be

r 2 c r = d/2 (C8)

This leads to a difference in potential between the peripheriese of the

two contact areas which in turn leads to a resistance given by

R(S) = (S/r) In Z c/d (C9)

This resistance will be altered if the measurement is made on a diffused

emitter area which does not extend infinitely far 4way in all directions.

The actuaJ area vili be terminated at about 10a from the right hand

point contact, This will mean int effect a small variation in the effective

I N



center to centex separation c and will slightly affect the logarithm-n

term in Eq. (C9). As we shall see below in considering Eq. (C14) a

small variation in the logarithm term is not important in estimating the

value of the contact transfer lengths.

For the particular case represented in Fig. C4 the center to

ceter distance is six times the minimum spacing "a" and the diameter

is a/2. This leads to Eq. (CI0)

c = 6a , d a/2 . ln Zc/d = ln24 = 3. 17 - (C10)

so that for this case the contribution R(S) due to the sheet resistance

can be taken to be practically equal to S

R(S) = 1.01 S " S (1il)

We now consider the contact resistance, It has been supposed, as discussed

above, that d is made smaller than the minimum "a" so that we are

concerned with transfer length problems only if the transfer length Is

comparable to d or larger. For this case the resistance of the metal

to the diffused layer can simply be taken to be the reciprocal of the con-

ductance G per unit area. This leads to a contact resistance for the two

contacts in series given by

R(G) = ZIG r(d/Z2) = (8/Ar)IGd 2

: (S/ z '12I d 2 (C12)
t

The sensitivity of the measurement to Lt can be expressed as the radio

of R(G) to R(S). This gives
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R(G) 8 La
______ t (C13)a

R (S) In (Zc/d) dZ

so that the relative importance of R(G) is seen to vary inversely as dz

in the assumed range that Lt is greater than d. For Lt = d and the

dimensions of Eq. (CIO), R(G) is Z. 5 times larger than R(S). The

measured resistance for the structure of Fig. C4 will be the sum of the

contact and the sheet resistances, and this leads to

R(Lt): (8S/ ) (L./d) + (SlIr ) In (2 c/d) (C14)

In order to interpret the experimental data the measured value

for R(L t) obtained by a measurcment cn the structure of Fig. C4 should

be compared wNith the appropriate S value obtained from Fig. Cl or

Fig. C2. It is seen that small errors in geometry which affect the

logarithm term will not have an appreciable influence upon the measured

value of Lt provided that the range of experimentation is such that 11 is
t t

comparable to or larger than the diameter d of the contact windows open

in the G-structure mask of Fig. C4. For the particular case in which

Lt is equal to the diameter d of the contact region, the ratio of the

measured resistance R(Lt) to the sheet conductance in ohms/square for

the geometry of Fig. C4 is given by

L = d R(Lt)/S-- 3.55 (C15)

For control purposes, L values of the order of d or less should bet

satisfactory if d is as small as a/2. Consequently ratios of 3 or less

for R(Lt )S obtained by measurement of tI'e Lt structure and the

Sbb r Se struclures should mean that the processes are satisfactory.
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